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Known as II Buranello after his birthplace on the island of Burano in the 
Venetian republic, Baldassare Galuppi (1706-1785) wrote more than ninety operas 
throughout his long and prolific life. Although he composed music for many serious 
operas, it was in opera buffa that Galuppi's genius excelled. Among the important 
composers of the opera buffa, Galuppi was the only Venetian who played a decisive 
role in the development of this genre. From 1749 onwards, Galuppi's close 
collaboration with the preeminent librettist Carlo Goldoni (1707-1793) established 
opera buffa as a genre equal to opera seria in popularity. Their II filosofo di 
campagna enjoyed particular success following its premiere at the Teatro San 
Samuele in Venice on October 26, 1754. This work became one of the most popular 
operas of the eighteenth century. Its international popularity was attested by more 
than forty different productions throughout Europe, in countries including Italy, 
England, Germany, Hungary and even Russia. Many of the features of II filosofo di 
campagna, which are now regarded as typical of eighteenth-century opera buffa’ 
were new in the 1750s. For example, the number of singers, the varied forms of arias 
and ensembles, and the uninterrupted musical setting of the multi-section finales 
represent mid-century innovations. In addition, this opera, with its witty poetry， 
- tuneful melodies and facile orchestration, embodies a musical and dramatic 
refinement. Galuppi was neglected after his death and his operas lay buried in 
ii 
musical archives. This present study attempts to identify the compositional means by 
which Galuppi creates his musical characterizations in II filosofo di campagna. 
Through this study I intend to demonstrate more precisely Galuppi's role in the 
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Introduction 
Opera buffa, a genre of Italian musical theatre, originated in Naples and 
spread widely throughout Italy during the eighteenth century. Among the important 
composers of opera buffa, the Venetian Baldassare Galuppi (1706-1785) was the 
first non-Neapolitan composer to achieve widespread success in this genre. 
Although Galuppi，s works were neglected after his death, he was universally 
respected during his lifetime. The historian Charles Burney (1726-1814), the 
composer Johann Adolf Hasse (1699-1783) and the playwright Carlo Goldoni (1707-
1793) all attest to Galuppi's extraordinary talent in their writings. For example, in 
The Present State of Music in France and Italy (1773), Bumey pronounced Galuppi 
to be "a genius in composition,•‘ whose works "always correspond with the sense of 
the author, and often improve it."^ 
Prior to Galuppi，the typical comic opera consisted of an alternation of 
recitatives and arias similar to that in Metastasian opera seria. However, this comic 
genre did not have the literary stature of serious opera. From 1749 onwards, 
Galuppi's close collaboration with the preeminent librettist Carlo Goldoni 
established opera buffa as a genre equal in stature to opera seria. Galuppi and 
Goldoni's II filosofo di campagna enjoyed particular success and became one of the 
1 Charles Bumey, The Present State of Music in France and Italy, 2d ed (London: T. Becket，1773; 
rejHiiit, New York: AMS Press, 1976X 184,187 (page citations are to the reprint edition). 
2 
most performed operas of the eighteenth century. Following its premiere at the 
Teatro San Samuele in Venice on October 26，1754, this opera became a favorite of 
theatre audiences and received numerous productions throughout Europe. Charles 
Bumey, after attending a London performance of II filosofo di campagna in 1761， 
stated that this opera "surpassed in musical merit all the comic operas that were 
performed in England, till the Buona Figliuola. And its success was proportioned to 
its merit. "2 II filosofo di campagna has received occasional revivals in the twentieth 
century. Most recently, this opera was performed at the Buxton Festival (1985) and 
at the Festa Musicale Stiana (1986). 
The plot of II filosofo di campagna depicts the amorous exploits of two 
couples, Lesbina and Nardo as well as Eugenia and Rinaldo. In general, this opera 
extols an idealized version of country life and contains elements common in pastoral 
librettos. Many of the features of II filosofo di campagna, which are now regarded as 
typical of eighteenth-century opera buffa’ were new in the 1750s. For example，the 
number of singers, the forms of arias and ensembles and the uninterrupted musical 
setting of the multi-section finales represent mid-century innovations. 
In this thesis I will base my observations on a Venetian manuscript of 
Galuppi's score that is found at the Fondazione Ugo e Olga Levi in Venice and will 
identify the compositional means by which Galuppi creates his musical 
characterizations in II filosofo di campagna. Since musical forms, text setting and 
orchestration effect musical characterization, this study addresses itself to these 
aspects of the opera as well. 
2 Charles Bumey, A General History of Music, from the Earliest Ages to the Present Period, 2d ed. 
(London: Payne and Son, 1789; reprint. New York: Dover Publications, 1935), 2: 860 (page citation is 
to the reprint edition). 
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The thesis will be organized in the following manner. The first chapter will 
trace the history of opera buffa, especially its development in Venice during the 
eighteenth century, through the collaboration between Galuppi and Goldoni. From 
chapter two onwards，II filosofo di campagna will be the central point of the 
discussion. The second chapter will examine different aspects such as the 
orchestration，the overture and the tonal organization of this opera. The remaining 
chapters deal with Galuppi's characterizations. Excerpts from the score and the 
libretto that relate to my discussion are included for reference (Appendices B and C). 
This transcription is not intended as a critical or performance edition of the score but 
only provides extended examples of musical characterization in the opera. Through 
my study of characterization in II filosofo di campagna, I intend to demonstrate more 
precisely Galuppi's role in the development of opera in general and the development 
of opera buffa in particular. 
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Chapter One. The History of Opera Buffa 
The origins of opera buffa 
Throughout the eighteenth century, Italian opera was commonly divided into 
two broad categories, opera seria and opera bujfa^ Most scholars contend that 
opera seria was the direct outgrowth of Apostolo Zeno (1668-1750) and Pietro 
Metastasio's (1698-1782) reform of operatic librettos. The origin of opera buffa, on 
the contrary，is more complex and impossible to determine precisely. Although there 
has been a good deal of research into the origin of this operatic genre, the question is 
far from solved. Early in the eighteenth century, the Italian poet Lodovico Antonio 
Muratori (1672-1750), in his Delia Perfetta Poesia (1706), considered Orazio 
Vecchi's (1550-1605) dramatic madrigal L ’Amfiparnaso of 1597 to be the source of 
opera huffa^ The English historian Charles Burney (1762-1814), on the other hand, 
stated in A General History of Music that he was unable to "ascertain when and 
where the first opera buffa was performed" but there was "a mixture of comic 
characters in almost all the musical dramas of the last century."^ 
In the twentieth century, many scholars continued to research this question. 
Some of them consider opera buffa to be a by-product of the intermezzo. For 
example，Michael Robinson states positively that intermezzi, the entr'acte 
entertainments performed between the acts of opera seria, developed from comic 
scenes involving servants in Venetian operas. Eventually these works grew into 
brief, two-act comic operas and were performed separately from the works they had 
3 Opera seria or dramma per musica are the usual terms for eig i^teenth-century Italian serious opera. 
The labels applied to ei^teenth-centuiy Italian comic opera are diverse, including opera buffa’ 
dramma giocoso, dramma comico and commedia per musica. 
4 Charles Bumey, A General History of Music, from the Earliest Ages to the Present Period, 2d ed. 
(London: Payne and Son, 1789; reprint. New York: Dover Publications, 1935), 2: 592 (page citation is 
to the reprint edition). 
5 Ibid, 597. 
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originally accompanied, Charlotte Greenspan observes that it was from the 
intermezzi that Italian comic opera arose as a wholly independent genre. Similarly, 
Marvin Carlson points out that the genre originated as comic intermezzi performed 
between the acts of opera seria but gradually developed an independent tradition. 
According to these scholars, the origins of the opera buffa link it with the intermezzo 
and through the latter to comic scenes of the seventeenth-century Venetian opera. 
Contrariwise, some scholars regard this claim to be erroneous. Jeffrey 
Pulver, for example, denies any connection between opera buffa and intermezzo. 
According to Pulver, opera buffa did not owe its origin solely to the intermezzo 
because the character of opera buffa was quite different from that of most 
contemporaneous intermezzos, and these two forms evolved independently of each 
other. 10 Other accounts have developed Pulver's thesis further. For example, 
Gordana Lazarevich affirms that opera buffa did not evolve out of the intermezzo, as 
some scholars have claimed, because these two genres could be distinguished in 
three major respects, namely，origin, function and structure. At the same time， 
some scholars examined opera buffa for traces of the commedia dell'arte tradition. 
Anna Amalie Abert，for example, mentions that characters found in daily life played 
6 Michael Robinson Opera before Mozart (New York: W.W. Norton & Company，1972)，130. 
7 Charlotte Greenspan, "Opera," in New Harvard Dictionary of Music’ rev. and ed Don Michael 
Randel (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), 565. 
s Marvin Carlson, The Italian Stage: From Goldoni to D 'Annunzio (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 
1981), 26. 
9 For a similar discussion, see David Newton Marinelli, "Carlo Goldoni as E^qserimental Librettist: 
The Drammi Giocosi of 1750" (Ph.D. diss., Rutgers University, 1988), 1-9. 
10 Jeffrey Pulver, "The Intermezzi of the Opera’” Proceedings ofthe Royal Musical Association 43 
(1916-17): 153. 
‘1 Gordana Lazarevich, "The Neapolitan Intermezzo and its Influence on the Symphonic Idiom," The 
Musical Quarterly 57 (1971): 294, n. 2. 
6 
important roles on the comic operatic stage because this genre found its inspiration in 
the commedia delVarte^'^ Likewise, Stanley Sadie emphasizes the influence of 
commedia dell'arte on the standardization of character in opera buffa. In addition, 
Sadie contends that the popular assertion that opera buffa evolved from the 
intermezzo overlooks the fact that opera buffa appeared almost contemporaneously 
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with the intermezzo and fails to distinguish their differences in scope and size. For 
Deirdre O'Grady, it is possible that opera buffa developed from the comic 
intermezzo and short light scenes within the serious opera. However, O'Grady also 
believes that commedia delVarte influenced the genre. i4 
In his 1970 dissertation "Carlo Goldoni，Librettist," Piero Ernesto Weiss 
observes that the characters of the commedia delVarte did not appear in opera buffa 
under their traditional names. According to Weiss, the names Brighella, Arlecchino 
and Pulcinella were indispensable to commedia delVarte because these names fixed 
the characters and their personalities in the popular mind. Niso, Batto, Simo and 
Demo, common names for servants in opera buffa, are strikingly different from those 
found in commedia delVarte. The strong temptation to seek analogies between the 
commedia delVarte and opera buffa, therefore，represented a misconception of the 
former genre. In Weiss' opinion, the names used in the opera buffa actually pointed 
to the commedia erudita (learned drama), the Renaissance literary comedies that 
12 Anna Amalie Abert, ”Opera Buffa: its Style and Forms，" in The New Oxford History of Music, The 
Age of Enlightenment, ed. Egon Wellesz andFederick Stemfeld (London: Oxford University Press, 
1973), 7: 47. 
Stanley Sadie, ed. History ofOpera (New York: Norton, 1990), 81. 
Deirdre O'Grady, The Last Troubadours: Poetic Drama in Italian Opera 1597-1887 (London: 
Routledge, 1991), 64. For similar discussions, see Ted A. Emery，"Goldoni as Librettist: Theatrical 
Reform and the Dramini Giocosi per Musica" (Ph.D. diss.，Brown University, 1985), 107-11; 
Christopher Headington, Roy Westbrook, and Terry Barfoot, Opera: A History (London: The Bodley 
Head Ltd, 1987), 77-79; and David Kimbell, Italian Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1991), 314. 
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were inspired by classical sources and were performed by amateurs in courts or 
academies 
Weiss's discussion is convincing but somewhat selective. In fact, the 
influence of both commedia delVarte and intermezzo on opera buffa is entirely 
possible. Even though some scholars may have overestimated the influence of other 
genres upon opera buffa, many dramatic and musical structures of this new operatic 
genre are indistinguishable from those of commedia delVarte as well as intermezzo. 
I will demonstrate the points of similarity between the three genres below. 
The term commedia delVarte refers to Renaissance comic dramas which were 
improvised on a scenario, a schematic description of plots, characters as well as 
divisions of acts. ^ ^ This kind of spectacle was performed in a wide range of informal 
venues such as streets, squares, courtyards，gardens and halls. The end of the 
sixteenth century witnessed the artistic highpoint of the commedia delVarte, which 
thrived in Italy and in countries under Italian influence. At this time, its dramatic 
format was established and audiences recognized the characters by means of 
standardized costumes and masks. Servants, lovers and old men were the three basic 
types employed in this dramatic genre. With their faces uncovered and wearing 
elegant costumes, young and attractive performers played the lovers. Of the 
remaining types, Doctor Barlanzone, Captain Spavento and Pantalone were 
variations of senex amator (the lecherous old man). Pulcinella, Brighella and 
15 Piero Ernesto Weiss，"Carlo Goldoni, Librettist: The Early Years" (Ph.D. diss., Columbia 
University, 1970)，95-97. 
16 For general discussion of commedia delVarte, see Allardyce Nicoll, The World of Harlequin: A 
Critical Study of the Commedia dell 'arte (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1963); Giacomo 
Oreglia, The Commedia dell'Arte, trans. Lovett F. Edwards (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1968); 
Kenneth Richards and Laura Richards, The Commedia dell 'Arte: A Documentary History (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell Ltd, 1990); J. R. Muliyne and Margaret Shewring, eds.，Theatre of the English and 
Italian Renaissance (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1991); and Peter Brand and Lino Fertile, eds.. The 
Cambridge History ofltalian Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). For the 
influence of the commedia delVarte on the operatic theatre, see Nino Pirrotta, "Commedia dell'Arte 
and Opera," The Musical Quarterly 41 (1955): 305-24; Piero Ernesto Weiss, "Venetian Commedia 
dell，Arte 'Operas' in the Age of Vivaldi," The Musical Quarterly 70 (1984): 195-217; and John D. 
Drummond, Opera in Perspective (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1980), 187-91. 
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Arlecchino, on the other hand, belonged to servant or ‘細ni, roles that used a 
Venetian d i a l e c t ” The basic commedia delVarte plot concerns the romance of a pair 
of serious lovers that is hindered by comic old men. Added to this simple plot were 
additional conflicts, jokes，cases of mistaken identities，intrigues，disguises and 
finally reconciliation. 
It is noteworthy that these plot features as well as the character-types were 
mostly shared by opera buffa. Firstly, the opera buffa plots usually revolve around 
an intrigue involving the bourgeoisie and their servants. Typically, a pair of young 
lovers is kept from marrying by an old guardian. Eventually they overcome the 
obstacles to their union through the help of a clever servant. Secondly, the standard 
types of character in opera buffa represented extensions of their commedia 
counterparts. Both genres introduced a pair of serious lovers. Among the buffa 
characters, the old guardian was a Pantalone-like figure，while characters such as the 
merchant or lawyer originated from the Doctor type. The comic servants resemble 
the characters Pulcinella, Brighella and Arlecchino of commedia delVarte. 
In addition, some distinctive features o^ opera buffa show traces of the other 
musical genre, intermezzo. Typically, the plots of the intermezzo deal with the daily 
life of ordinary people and exhibit a rather rigid format. The intermezzo usually 
contained two parts and involved two singing characters. Musically，each part 
consisted of two or three arias in da capo form and concluded with a duet. It is to be 
noted that important characteristics of opera buffa such as arias based on dance 
rhythms, lively melodic lines, repetition of single words and frequent changes of 
n Zanni was used in the sixteenth century as a generic name for servants from Bergamo. In addition to 
the zarnii，its female counterpart zagne (female servant) was occasionally involved in the commedia 
plots. Oreglia, Commedia dell'Arte, 123. 
9 
tempo within an aria, were already found in the intermezzo. In addition, recitativo 
semplice (simple recitative) and bass voices, which were particularly well suited to 
the rapid delivery of humorous texts, played an important role in the intermezzo as 
well as the opera buffa. 
Obviously, throughout its development, opera buffa was continuously 
influenced by different musical and dramatic genres. Thus, it is inappropriate to 
trace opera buffa�history from a single source. Its origins were marked by 
diversity. Its forerunners include both the eighteenth-century intermezzo and more 
remotely, commedia delVarte. 
The development of opera buffa 
Although there is still some uncertainty about its origins, the first two decades 
of the eighteenth century saw the birth of full-length Italian comic opera/^ In 1709, 
the Neapolitan Teatro dei Fiorentini began the first regular season of comic opera in 
Italy by performing Antonio Orefice's (fl. 1708-1734) three-act dialect opera Patrd 
Calienno de la Costa. The immense success of this work not only paved the way for 
more productions of opera buffa in other Neapolitan theatres but also established the 
city as a leading center for this new operatic genre. ^ ^ More importantly, the growing 
popularity of opera buffa led to its performance outside Naples. From the 1730s 
My discussion of the development of opera buffa is based on Barbara Dobbs Mackenzie, "The 
Creation ^  Comic Opera's Dissemination in Italy in the 1740s" (Ph.D. diss.; University of 
Michigan, 1993)，14-60,297-301; and Carlson, The Italian Stage’ 24-31. 
19 For example, the Teatro della Pace and the Teatro Nuovo started to iM:esent opera buffa in 1724. 
Carlson, The Italian Stage，26. 
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onwards, fiill-length Neapolitan comic operas such as Gaetano Latilla's Madama 
Ciana (1738), Leonardo Leo's VAmore vuol sofferenza (1739) and Rinaldo di 
Capua's La commedia in commedia (1738) were produced by wandering troupes that 
spread the genre to Rome, Florence, Milan, Bologna, Verona, Genoa, and 
particularly to Venice. It was eventually in Venice rather than in Naples that opera 
buffa acquired its distinctive form. 
After the opening of the first public opera house in 1637，Venice became 
universally acknowledged as the operatic capital of seventeenth-century Europe. 
Moreover, it was in "Venice that the term opera came into common usage.“��Until 
the beginning of the eighteenth century, Venice remained the center from which 
opera traveled, and Venetian serious opera dominated the operatic repertory all over 
Italy. During this era, Venice possessed numerous opera houses, including San 
Luca, San Moise, San Giovanni Grisostomo, Sant'Angelo and San Samuele.^ ^ By the 
1740s，however, the situation had changed. The appearance of Neapolitan comic 
opera offered a new form of theatrical entertainment that would transform the 
operatic tradition in Venice. Already in 1711, Elisa, the first full-length Venetian 
comic opera, with music by the Venetian composer Giovanni Maria Ruggieri (c. 
1689-1720)，was performed at the Teatro Sant'Angelo. This work appeared not to 
have impressed the Venetian public, and it did not spark any great enthusiasm for the 
development of the genre in the city. Shortly afterwards, however, Neapolitan comic 
opera became established as the dominant comic genre in Italy, and leadership in the 
world of musical drama would gradually pass from Venice to Naples. 
20 O, Grady, The Last Troubadours, 28. 
Nicola Mangmi, "I teatri veneziani," in Galuppiana 1985: StucS e ricerche, ed Maria Teresa 
Muiaro and Franco Rossi (Florence: Olschki Editore, 1985)，135. 
11 
Neapolitan comic opera reached Venice after its enormous success in 
Rome.^^ Angelo Mingotti's Bolognese travelling troupe produced Latilla's Lafinta 
cameriera at the Teatro Sanf Angelo during the Ascension Fair of 1743; this opera 
was successfully received and the audiences applauded its comic duets in particular. 
The success of La finta cameriera was proved by its revivals at the San Moise and 
the San Cassiano in 1744 and 1745. Venice was instantly conquered by this new 
operatic genre and opera huffa became a standard part of the Venetian theatrical 
calendar. Between 1743 and 1748，nearly seventy comic operas were staged in the 
city. Instead of original Venetian comic operas，most of these productions were 
revivals of works imported from Naples or Rome. By 1749, conditions had reversed. 
Due to the collaboration of the Venetians Baldassare Galuppi and Carlo Goldoni on a 
series of comic operas, Venice once more dominated the field of Italian opera, and a 
new age in the history of opera huffa began. 
The collaboration of Galuppi and Goldoni 
Known as II Buranello after his birthplace on the island of Burano in Venice, 
Galuppi wrote more than ninety operas throughout his long and prolific life. Before 
his fruitfiil collaboration with Goldoni, Galuppi was already a composer of 
22 Latilla's La finta cameriera was performed during the Roman carnival season of 1738 and was an 
enonnous success. 
12 
repute Early in 1729, Galuppi achieved great success with Dorinda，an opera 
seria composed jointly with his former schoolmate，the Venetian Giovanni Battista 
Pescetti (1704-1766). By 1740，the Ospedale dei Mendicanti had appointed Galuppi 
as its first full-time maestro di musica. At the same time，Goldoni supplied Galuppi 
with two serious librettos, namely Oronte’ re de，Sciti and Gustavo primo, re di 
Svezia. However, these two operas were not well received at their premieres at San 
Giovanni Grisostomo and San Samuele, respectively. One year later, Galuppi was 
invited to London and became the composer of opera seria at the King's Theatre in 
the Haymarket. After his return to Venice in 1743, Galuppi was chosen to be vice-
maestro of the cappella ducale of St Mark. In addition, due to his growing 
international reputation, many of Galuppi's works were performed throughout Italy, 
in Vienna, Madrid and England. By 1748, Goldoni returned to his native city after a 
five-year absence practising law in Tuscany. Shortly thereafter, Goldoni signed a 
contract with the theatrical manager Girolamo Medebac (1706-1781) and was 
appointed dramatist in residence at the Teatro Sant'Angelo. Goldoni's return 
coincided with Galuppi's appointment as a vice-maestro at San Marco and the two 
Venetians began their first joint effort in comic opera, L 'Arcadia in Brenta (1749). 
This opera was an enormous success. For the next sixteen years (1750-1766), more 
than fourteen comic works followed, and the ground rules for a new kind of opera 
buffa were established. 
^ Musicological sources concerning the collaboration of Galuppi and Goldoni are rare. My discussion 
is based on Daniel Heartz, "The Creation of the Buffo Finale in Italian Opera," Proceedings of the 
Royal Musical Association 104 (1977-78): 67-68; James L. Jackman, "Baldassare Galuppi," in The 
New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musi cans, ed. Stanley Sadie (London: MacmiUan, 1980), 7: 134-
35; Emery, "Goldoni as Librettist," 107-39; Marinelli，"Carlo Goldoni," 42-80; and Dale E. Monson, 
"Baldassare Galuj^," in The New Grove Dictionary of Opera，ed Sadie Stanley (London: Macmillan, 
‘ 1992), 2: 337-39. 
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As mentioned above, most early opere huffe were written by composers bom 
or trained in Naples, including Leonardo Leo (1694-1744), Leonardo Vinci (c. 1696-
1730)，Nicola Bonifacio Logroscino (1698-c. 1767)，Pietro Auletta (c. 1698-1771) 
and Rinaldo di Capua (c. 1710-1780). In their hands，the standard structure of opera 
buffa maintained many of the formal conventions associated with its serious 
counterpart, opera seria. These early opere huffe featured alternating da capo arias 
and recitatives, used the exit-aria convention and began with a three-section sinfonia. 
Typically, the characters would express their emotions through the lyrical poetry of 
arias while the dramatic action was confined to the recitative. Rigid observance of 
this format not only excluded continuous musical development but also interrupted 
the comic action. Comic operatic librettos were also close in structure to those of 
opera seria. These operas shared with the opera seria the division into three acts, 
with roughly eight characters. In contrast with opera seria, comic opera typically 
contained two serious and six comic roles. Of course, the plots of opera buffa had 
little in common with those of opera seria, but the development of the comic 
narrative in the former was analogous to the plot development of the latter. Usually 
the dramatic conflicts are presented by the end of Act one. As the plot proceeds, the 
conflicts gradually deepen, and by the end of Act two, resolution seems impossible. 
However, in the last scene of Act three, an unpredictable resolution generally occurs 
and leads to the final reconciliation. Only after Galuppi and Goldoni produced 
rArcadia in Brenta at Sant'Angelo in May of 1749 did opera buffa undergo a 
significant structural change. Their alterations established opera buffa as a genre 
equal in popularity to opera seria. 
In Galuppi and Goldoni's hands, this new genre of opera buffa consisted of 
three acts and seven singing characters; the standard ratio of female to male 
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characters was usually three to four. Unlike opera seria, which concentrated on the 
amorous dilemmas of noble characters, the plot o^ opera buffa concerned the daily 
life of ordinary people. In order to depict the comic aspects of everyday life, 
Goldoni provided a wider range of characters. A typical Galuppi-Goldoni comic 
opera contained three different strata, nmidy parti serie (serious roles), parti buffe 
(comic roles) and parti di mezzo carattere (mixed roles). Usually the dramatic and 
musical climaxes were built up in the comic ensembles at the ends of Act one and 
Act two. Traditionally, the serious characters had to express their sentiments in a 
refined manner, and they could not participate in the foolish escapades of the first 
two finales. Goldoni resolved this problem by limiting the number o^parti serie per 
opera to two and introducing the less r e s t r i c t e d d i mezzo carattere, who sang in 
all ensemble finales and could employ different aria types. Moreover，Goldoni 
realised that the Metastasian 丨chain of arias' format impeded comic plot development. 
Thus，he limited the number of arias in his comic operas to between eighteen and 
twenty-four while decreasing the amount of recitative by half. In addition, Goldoni 
altered the functional relationship of recitative and aria. As mentioned above，seria 
arias contained outpourings of sentiment while dramatic action was largely reserved 
for the recitatives. Goldoni diminished the traditional dependence on recitative to 
carry the plot forward and used aria texts as additional vehicles for plot 
advancement. As a result, his arias tend to be closely integrated within the operatic 
context，and the dramatic action was made more continuous. 
The mixing of different social levels and the reduction in number of arias 
gave Galuppi the opportunity to portray characters of greater depth and to construct 
elaborate musical forms capable of carrying forward comic action. Short and less 
complex forms such as the arietta in two sections，the ccmzonetta, the rondo and 
simple strophic songs were distributed mainly according to character traits. Aside 
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from character portrayal, these less elaborate musical forms also contained plot 
information and did not require the singer to leave the stage when finished. 
Musically, the main characters had at least one aria or duet per act, and more than 
one in Act one and Act two. In addition, a love duet was placed shortly before the 
end of Act three. Since opera seria emphasized solo singing in order to depict the 
sentiments of noble characters, ensemble forms，with exception of the duet, were not 
well developed within that genre. In contrast, in the Galuppi-Goldoni collaboration, 
ensembles such as duets, trios，quartets and quintets held an important role and freely 
alternated with solo sections in order to present a variety of comic situations. 
Galuppi and Goldoni's most lasting contribution to opera buffa lies in the 
expansion of the finales. Early in the 1730s, comic operas written by Logroscino and 
Leo already featured small ensembles that were mainly set-pieces with one character 
after another appearing on stage. In their collaboration, however, Galuppi and 
Goldoni developed the ensemble finale significantly. Firstly, the above-mentioned 
ensemble was supplanted by the •chain finale,' which comprised a series of brief 
musical sections and involved more characters. The dramatic action of each section 
was broken up into short units that were distinguished by tempo, formal design, 
tonality, meter and musical style. Secondly, due to the increasing length of the 
ensemble finale, the composer had great flexibility when constructing music that 
could coordinate with the dramatic action and bring the first two acts to a climax. 
Thirdly, since the chain finale followed the flow of the plot closely, dramatic action, 
not only sentiment, was being set to music and presented a feeling of continuous 
theatrical activity. 
It was in opera buffa and especially in collaboration with Goldoni that 
Galuppi's genius excelled. Among the important composers of opera buffa, Galuppi 
was the first non-Neapolitan composer to achieve widespread success in this genre. 
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and he was universally respected during his lifetime. Among the first to admire 
Galuppi's genius was Goldoni, who stated in his Memorie "la musica del Buranello 
era divina."'^ The contemporary German composer Johann Adolf Hasse (1699-
1783) made a similar observation in a letter to the poet Metastasio; Hasse referred to 
Galuppi as the "most excellent composer."^^ Likewise，Charles Bumey held 
Galuppi's music in high esteem and stated that "many of the refinements in modem 
melody, and effects in dramatic music seem to originate from the genius of 
Galuppi."'' Moreover, in The Present State of Music in France and Italy, the 
English historian pronounced Galuppi to be "a genius in composition," whose works 
"abound with spirit, taste, and fancy" and in which "the expression of his music 
always corresponds with the sense of the author，and often improves it."'' In 
addition, when Burney listed the living Italian composers according to their merit, he 
placed Galuppi before Piccinni and Sacchini and second only to Jommelli. 
As the century progressed, Galuppi's popularity was gradually supplanted by 
that of a younger generation. Unlike Goldoni, who is still respected as the "Father of 
Italian comedy,, Galuppi was neglected after his death，and his operas lay buried in 
musical archives. In the present century, some scholars have started to question the 
musical value of Galuppi's operas. For example, Edward J. Dent praises Galuppi for 
24 Carlo Goldoni, Mewor/e. trans. Eugenio Levi (Torino: Giulio Einaudi editore, 1967), 192. 
Monson, "Baldassare Galuppi," 2: 338. � ， … x r i 
26 Grahm Dixon, "Baldassare Galuppi," in The Viking Opera Guide, ed Amanda Holden，Nicholas 
Kenyon, and Stephen Walsh (London: Penguin Books Ltd, 1993)，340. ^ ^ , ^ 
27 Charles Bumey The Present State ofMusic in France and Italy’ 2d ed (London: T. Becket, 1 7 7 � 
reprint. New York: AMS Press, 1976), 184，174，187 (page citations are to the reprint ectttion). 
28 Charles Bumey, Music, Men and Manners in France and Italy, 1770, ed. H. Edmund Poole 
(London: Ernst Eulenburg Ltd, 1974)，176. 
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the development of the ensemble finale on the one hand, but criticises his music as 
"not strikingly original" on the other hand 29 Although Galuppi's use of the orchestra 
was admired by his contemporaries, Lionel Salter finds Galuppi's comic opera 
L 'Arcadia in Brenta (1749) "depressingly thin musically, with interminable stretches 
of recitative，practically all the arias primitively scored with the violins perpetually in 
unison with the voice. "3�Likewise, in his opera review of the Buxton Festival 
(1985)，David Fallows complains that the music of Galuppi's IIfilosofo di campagna 
(1754) "seems written more for its own sake than as a way of defining the 
characters. "31 
Furthermore, some other contemporary scholars，who recognize that the 
development of opera buffa is a shared achievement of Galuppi and Goldoni, remain 
convinced that the librettist was primarily responsible for creating the ensemble 
finale. For example, James L. Jackman in The New Grove Dictionary gives most of 
the creative credit to Goldoni although he admits that Galuppi held a decisive role in 
popularizing the genre of opera buffa: 
It is hard to overestimate Galuppi's contributions to the development 
of comic opera. While the radical morphological changes wrought in 
the genre between 1749 and 1751 must be credited to the librettist 
Goldoni, these new works required Galuppi's first rate musical talent 
to make them succeed with the public? 
Edward J. Dent, "Baldassare Galuppi," in Grove 's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., ed 
Eric Blom (1954; reprint, London: Macmillan, 1966)，3: 557. 
30 Lionel Salter's statement is quoted in Christopher Headington, Roy Westbrook, and Teny Barfoot, 
Opera: A History (London: The Bodley Head Ltd, 1987), 85. 
David Fallows，"Reports," The Musical Times 126 (1985): 613. 
32 Jackman, "Baldassare Galuppi," 7:135. 
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In his entry "Carlo Goldoni" from the same dictionary, Jackman clearly 
attributes the new dramaturgy to Goldoni alone and dismisses suggestions that 
composers also contributed to it. In support of this position Jackman pointed out that 
all the evidence suggests that eighteenth-century composers were held in lower 
esteem than librettists, and it was the latter who controlled the dramatic form as well 
as the allocation of musical numbers. Jackman appears to agree with the Venetian 
journalist Gasparo Gozzi's testimony of 1760 that Goldoni was "the foremost 
inventor of finales that have varied action and unfailing novelty." 
In his 1985 dissertation "Goldoni as Librettist," Ted A. Emery supports 
Jackman and states that eighteenth-century composers had little opportunity to affect 
the fundamental aspects of the libretto's structure before it was completed. 
Accordingly, credit for the innovation of the chain finale must be given to Goldoni. 
Nonetheless, Emery observes that Galuppi could have developed many of his 
musical innovations such as lucid orchestration and tuneful melodies independently 
of Goldoni,s librettos. Emery states that "without the librettistic innovations of 
Goldoni and the musical ones of his most important collaborator Baldassare 
Galuppieighteenth-century comic opera as we know it from the modem repertoire 
would probably never have come into being. "^斗 
As mentioned above, prior to Galuppi and Goldoni, the most important plot 
developments were set to the musically less important recitatives. Thus, it is not 
surprising that the recitatives occupied far more space than arias in librettos. In his 
James L. Jackman, "Carlo Goldoni," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed 
Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980)，7: 503. 
34 Emery, "Goldoni as Librettist," 110. 
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1988 dissertation, David Newton Marinelli compares the librettos of Metastasio with 
those of Goldoni. Marinelli discovered that the proportion of verse in their works 
differs strikingly: of the approximately 1400 lines of the average Metastasian drama, 
usually 1200 lines are intended for recitative with only 200 lines intended for a more 
lyrical setting. Goldoni's IIfilosofo di campagna, on the other hand, contains 1538 
lines of which only 1089 are for recitative and 449 are for arias and ensembles.^^ 
Since composers typically limited recitative to narrative and dialogue passages, the 
text o f / / f i l o so fo di campagna provided Galuppi with almost twice the amount of 
space to develop his ideas and to portray the characters musically. 
The long collaboration between Galuppi and Goldoni accompanied the 
maturing of eighteenth-century comic opera in Italy and represented a significant 
contribution to the development of opera buffa. Their II filosofo di campagna 
enjoyed particular success following its premiere at the Teatro San Samuele in 
Venice on October 26，1754. This work became one of the most popular operas of 
the eighteenth century, and its international popularity was attested by numerous 
productions throughout Europe，in countries including Italy, England，Germany， 
Hungary and even Russia. 
35 Marinelli，"Carlo Goldoni," 183. 
Ji filosofo di campagna, with its thirty productions between 1754 and 1772，was one of the most 
performed comic operas of the second half of the eighteenth century. Due to its enormous success, II 
filosofo di campagna was taken into the repertory of known travelling troupes and was disseminated 
rapidly throughout Europe. In 1765，Galuppi was invited to Russia by Catherine the Great and was 
appointed Kapellmeister of the Imperial Court Chapel for three years. During his visit, Galuppi 
produced Italian operas for the Russian Court. Since comic opera was prohibited m St Petersburg 
before 1779 II filosofo di campagna may have been staged in Moscow when Galuppi travelled with 
the court there. See Franco Pipemo, "Opera Production to 1780，" in Opera Production and its 
Resources vol 4 of The History ofltalian Opera, ed. Lorenzo Bianconi and Giorgio PesteUi, trans. 
Lydia G. Cochrane (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 68; DLxon, "Baldassare Galuppi," 
339； andMonson, "Baldassare Galuppi," 2: 338. 
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Chapter Two. II filosofo di campagna, 
Its Plot, Orchestration, Overture and Tonal Organization 
The plot of IIfilosofo di campagna 
As one of the most influential dramatists in the history of Italian literature, 
Goldoni gained renown for his emphasis on reason，nature，beauty and virtue in his 
comedies and librettos. These values were associated with the eighteenth-century 
bourgeois Enlightenment. II filosofo di campagna, for example, extols an idealized 
version of country life and contains elements common in pastoral librettos. The plot 
is a typical eighteenth-century comic treatment of a daughter's marriage. Goldoni's 
libretto displays three basic levels of society, the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie and the 
lower classes. The only nobleman is Rinaldo, Eugenia's lover. The middle-class 
characters include the wealthy old man Don Tritemio, Eugenia, his daughter of 
marriageable age，and the notary Capocchio. The maid Lesbina，the farmer Nardo 
and his niece Lena，on the other hand, belong to the lower social classes. 
The opera is set in the countryside and begins with great confusion. Don 
Tritemio has arranged for his daughter Eugenia to marry a rich farmer, Nardo, but 
she is in love with a young nobleman, Rinaldo. Rinaldo tries to ask Tritemio for 
Eugenia's hand but is rudely refused; the young lovers are in despair. To assist 
Eugenia, her maid Lesbina disguises herself as her mistress and plans to accept 
Nardo's engagement in her place. When Nardo arrives with his niece Lena，he 
mistakes Lesbina for Eugenia and immediately falls in love with her. Act one ends 
with a multi-section finale that combines different actions and allows the characters 
to move freely on and off the stage. Nardo sings about his love, Tritemio runs on 
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and off in search of his daughter, and Lesbina's well-timed entrances and exits allow 
her to accept Nardo's engagement ring while avoiding Tritemio. This ensemble ends 
with Tritemio believing that his daughter is engaged to Nardo. Tritemio, Nardo and 
Lena then sing that love will triumph over all. 
In Act two, Eugenia leads her father to believe that she will marry Nardo by 
wearing the engagement ring that the farmer gave to Lesbina. When Rinaldo returns 
with the notary Capocchio and sees his lover with the ring, he leaves in a fury. 
Rinaldo meets Nardo and threatens him with violence; the latter, however, declares 
his support for Rinaldo and Eugenia after he ascertains they are truly in love. Lena 
then informs Nardo that he has been courting Lesbina instead of Eugenia. Despite 
discovering Lesbina's deception, Nardo is impressed by Lesbina's frankness and 
accepts her plea for forgiveness. Lesbina's servant status makes no difference to 
him，and Nardo decides to marry her. The wise farmer philosophically says the 
merits of a woman should be considered in the order of honesty，beauty，manners, 
means and virtue. Shortly thereafter，Lesbina resumes her plotting by leading 
Tritemio to believe that she wants to marry him. As a result, Tritemio decides to 
have a double wedding for Nardo and Eugenia as well as for Lesbina and himself. 
However, when Capocchio arrives at Tritemio's villa to legalise the wedding, 
Lesbina asks the notary to substitute marriage contracts for Eugenia and Rinaldo as 
well as for Nardo and her. When Capocchio starts to write down the financial 
attributes of Lesbina, the maid states that her dowry contains two rather nimble 
hands that can do anything, two modest eyes, an honest spirit and a tongue that can 
speak well. At this moment，Tritemio returns and announces that Eugenia and 
Rinaldo have eloped. The wedding ceremonies are suspended, and all five comic 
characters join together to sing of their frustration. 
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At the beginning of Act three, Eugenia and Rinaldo flee to Nardo's farm. 
When Tritemio arrives looking for his daughter, he is pacified by Nardo and leaves. 
Afterwards, Capocchio enters and the two pairs of lovers eventually sign their 
marriage contracts. When Tritemio returns he is shocked to discover that both 
marriages have taken place. However, he immediately recovers his composure and 
announces his marriage to Lena. In the last finale, after so much confusion and so 
many disguises, all characters, save Capocchio, join in extolling love. 
There are twenty-three solo musical numbers, two duets and three ensemble 
finales in II filosofo di campagna (Table I，p. 23). Throughout the opera, there is a 
slight imbalance in the allotment of the musical numbers. The minor character 
Capocchio has only two arias while most of the other characters have three. The two 
main characters, Nardo and Lesbina, however, receive four and five arias 
respectively. Lesbina in addition participates in two duets. Lesbina’ s duet with 
Eugenia opens the opera，and she sings a conventional love duet with Nardo 
immediately before the third-act finale. 
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Character Text incipit Tempo Meter Key Instrumentation 
Overture 
Actone-.Lesbina and Candidetto Gelsomino Andantino 3/8 G Strings, flute and bass 
Eugenia 
Eugenia Se perde in caro lido Allegro non tanto 4M Bb Strings and bass 
Lesbina Quando son giovine Andante 3/8 F Strings and bass 
Son fresca, e son bella Piu presto assai 3/8 C Strings and bass 
Non raccoglie le mie Larghetto 6/8 F Strings, flute，horn and 
foglie ^ 
Don Tritemio La mia ration e questa Allegretto A Strings and bass 
Rinaldo Tad, amor, nel seno Allegro assai 4/4 A Strings and bass 
WW 
Nardo Al lavoro, alia Allegro 6/8 G Strings and bass 
campagna 
Lena Di questa poverella Andantino ^ Om Strings and bass 
Nardo Vedo quell'albero Allegretto ^ F Strings and bass 
Lesbina Compatite, Signor, s'io Larghetto 2/4-6/8-2/4-6, 8 G Strings and bass 
non so 
Act one finale* 
Act two; Capocdiio Nel quattrocento Andantino 6IZ C Strings and bass 
Don Tritemio lo son di tutti amico Andante spiritoso 2/4 Bb Strings, flute, hom and 
bass 
Rinaldo Perfida flglia ingrata Allegro assai ^ Cm Strings and bass 
Lesbina Una ragazza, che non Andante ma non 2/4 G Strings and bass 
e pazza presto 
Eugenia Misera, a tante pene Andante ^ G Strings and bass 
Nardo Amor, se vuoi cosi No tempo indication 6!^ F Strings and bass 
Nardo Se non e nata nobile Andante ^ Strings and bass 
Lena La pastorella al prato Andantino 6/8 C Strings, flute, horn and 
bass 
Act two finale* 
Act three: Eugenia Che piu bramar Allegretto 4/4 D Strings and bass 
poss'io 
Lena Ogn'annopassa Andantino 3/4 Bb Strings and bass 
un'anno 
Rinaldo Guerrier, che valoroso Allegretto 3/4 G Strings, oboe, hom 
and bass 
Don Tritemio Da me non speri Allegro 2/2 A Strings and bass 
Capocdiio Voi, che filosofo Allegretto 3/4 F Strings and bass 
chiamato siete 
Duet: Lesbina and Lieti canori augelli Andantino 2/4-3/4-3/8-6/8 G Strings, flute, hom and 
Nardo bass 
Act three finale* 
Table I: Musical numbers in/ / f i losofo di campagna. 
•For infomiation about the three finales, see Table 瓜 p. 54, Table IV, p. 61, Table V, p. 64. 
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The orchestration of the opera 
Galuppi's orchestration is not particularly novel. Nevertheless, among the 
various musical aspects of this opera worthy of discussion, the orchestration displays 
a refinement that contributes to the drama and deserves special mention. Galuppi 
uses a small theatre orchestra (including violins, violas, flutes, oboes, horns and bass) 
and applies conventional scoring practices of eighteenth-century opera composers?? 
For example，the overture to II fllosofo di campagna is played by the whole 
orchestra. The recitative employs a sparse continuo accompaniment. For most arias, 
the orchestral accompaniments are dominated by the strings，with the brass and the 
continuo supporting the harmony. Selected wind instruments, on the other hand, are 
occasionally used to double the strings. Nonetheless Galuppi uses this small 
orchestra effectively to depict an idealized country life and employs changes in 
orchestration to parallel shifts in the drama. Throughout IIfilosofo di campagna, the 
transparent four-part orchestral texture, including violins, viola and bass，is common 
to most arias. A more complex six-part orchestral texture, enriched by the addition 
of the woodwind and the brass, on the other hand，is usually employed for climactic 
moments such as Nardo and Lesbina's love duet before the end of the opera and the 
finales of the first two acts. Of the twenty-three solo musical numbers in II filosofo 
di campagna, nineteen are scored for strings alone. Of the remaing four, three have 
pairs of horns and flutes and one has oboes and horns. 
For a discussion of the eighteenth-century scoring practices, see John Spitzer and Neal Zaslaw, 
"Orchestra," in The Neyv Grove Dictionary of Opera, ed. Stanley Sadie (London: MacmiUan, 1992)，3: 
724. 
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Galuppi contributed to the increased independence of the orchestra in opera 
buffa. In most Italian operas of the 1750s, the musical interest centred on the voices; 
the orchestra，as the accompaniment of the vocal line，merely supplied harmony and 
pulse.'' In II filosofo di campagna, on the contrary, Galuppi's flexible and diverse 
orchestral accompaniment may double the vocal line at the unison or in thirds, but it 
may also offer counterpoint that is independent from the voices. Moreover, in order 
to achieve a sense of musical continuity, Galuppi always used independent orchestral 
lines to answer vocal melodies or to bridge the gaps between vocal lines. As a result, 
Galuppi's orchestra possesses great variety and vitality, and creates a kind of 
interaction between the orchestra and the voice. 
The overture of the opera 
Although the overture to II filosofo di campagna does not anticipate any 
thematic material from the ensuing opera，it is connected to the rest of the opera in a 
number of other ways. On the one hand, this overture prepares the pastoral mood of 
the entire work. It is colourfully scored; sustained horn chords reinforce the 
harmony and the winds frequently double the violins. The musical style of this 
38 For the conventions of the eighteenth-century orchestra, see the excerpts from Esteban de Arteaga, 
"Revolutions of the Italian Musical Theater from its Origin to the Present," in Music and Culture in 
Eighteenth-Century Europe, ed Enrico Fubini, trans. Wolfgang Freis, Lisa Gasbarrone and Michael 
Louis Leone. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994)，349-50. 
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overture remains light and tuneful throughout. The idyllic atmosphere is brought out 
further by Galuppi's frequent use of turns with preceding grace notes, rapid 
alternation between piano and forte, thematic recurrence and orchestral figuration. 
Moreover, the meters of this overture, 3/4，3/8，3/8，indicate a connection with 
country dance. In addition, this overture unifies the opera tonally. II filosofo di 
campagna is one of four operas by Galuppi in which "both the opening sinfonia and 
the third act finale [are] in the same key. "39 Thus, at the end of II filosofo di 
campagna, the dramatic resolution in Goldoni's libretto coincides with Galuppi's 
long-range tonal resolution. 
The overture to II filosofo di campagna includes three movements, with a 
fast-slow-fast structure resembling that of the early classical symphony (Appendix C, 
p. 87). The first movement, with a well-balanced tonal and thematic structure, is a 
sonata-form. The full orchestra is used. The movement's two themes are built on 
straightforward tonic-dominant harmonies in D major. The first theme is a 
sequential elaboration of a triadic motive. The two-bar motive starts on the root of a 
D-major triad, then moves up to the third and the fifth of this tonic triad (example 
2.1). 
11�门门I 丨 r P " 
/ poco piu forte 
J piano 
'I ij • - 丨 J j 训 I j j j � 丨 J •巧 J丨 J ^ ^ 
Example 2.1 
於 Virginia Ruth Mosser, The Opera Buffk Finales of Baldassare Galuppi and Carlo Goldoni" 
(master's thesis, University of Virgmia, 1986), 144. 
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The consistent use of tonic pedal in this movement suggests the musette, a 
courtly dance that generally has a drone in the bass part and is associated with an 
Arcadian setting•明 The second theme modulates to the dominant key, A major. Its 
staccato articulations and change in texture and dynamics contrast sharply with the 
first theme (example 2.2). The frequent repetition of violin tremolos in the 
supertonic, E minor, marks the beginning of the development, a brief modulatory 
section without thematic manipulation. The movement ends with both themes 
reprised in the tonic key. 
^ I' ‘ I f I.I• f i . | � , , f — � • l � . [ " I f 
\ piano 
o 4 _ I. I '1 I 1 I ' I. I li I , I ' 
piano • 
j ” � f I 11 I I |i r I 11 I • h 
piano 
磁 I j V i r 卜 1 , 1 「 _ “ 丫 1 丨 _ 丨 . | _ 「 丨 「 " | .丨丨I 
piano 
Example 2.2 
The more lyrical second movement, scored for strings，flutes and bass，is a 
thirty-three-bar Andantino in G major. This slow movement is in a ternary form. 
Galuppi's use of flute reinforces the pastoral atmosphere. Moreover, the variety of 
texture, the small rhythmic values (such as demisemiquaver) and the graceful style 
obviously distinguish this movement from the previous one. The lively final 
movement's short melodic phrases, mixture of eighth and sixteenth notes, active 
恥 Barbara Dobbs Mackenzie, "The Creation of a Genre: Comic Opera's Dissemination in Italy in the 
1740s" (Ph.D. diss.; University of Michigan, 1993)，182. 
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rhythmic pattern, and slow harmonic rhythm, produce an attractive passepied dance-
rhythm. 
The tonal organization of the opera 
Galuppi employs a limited number of keys in II filosofo di campagna. All 
musical numbers are set in one of seven keys. None of them has more than three 
sharps or flats (Table I, p. 23). Although Galuppi's distribution of keys may be 
limited by the employment of particular instruments, it is remarkable for a number of 
reasons. Throughout the opera，the associations of particular keys with particular 
characters and specific emotions are evident. Galuppi assigns two of the three arias 
in A major to be sung by the comic bass, Tritemio, conforming to the general view 
that this key is playflil, laughing and cheerful/' and hints at an association between 
the basso buffo and A major. "Ogn'anno passa un'anno" (IE, iii) is a sentimental aria 
for Nardo's orphan niece Lena in B-flat major，a key often associated with tender and 
soft feelings. Galuppi reserves the only minor key, C minor，to accompany moments 
of extreme emotional agitation such as Rinaldo's revenge aria "Perfida figlia ingrata" 
(II，vii). In addition, Lena expresses her pitiful lot in a C-minor aria，"Di questa 
poverella" (I, vi). D major，contrariwise, is "the most cheerful and gay key that 
music has" and "is fit to express feasts [and] weddings."42 Not surpringly, Galuppi 
employs this key in the overture as well as the last finale, which involves two 
weddings. Of all the keys in the opera，G major and F major，both having rural and 
41 Maiw eighteenth-century theorists had written about key characteristics; my discussion is based on 
the ItaUan^olinist and pedagogue Francesco Galeazzi's (1758-1819) treatise Elementi teorico-pratia 
di musica (1796). Quoted in Rita Steblin, A History of Key Characteristics in the Eighteenth and 
Early Nineteenth Centuries (Ann Aibor，Mich.: UMI Research Press, 1983), 110-12. 
Ibid.，111. 
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pastoral connotations, dominate. Each lover receives at least one solo aria in G 
major: Lesbina's opening duet with Eugenia (I, i)，her closing duet with Nardo (HI, 
ix) and the Act two finale are also in this key. Of the four solo musical numbers in F 
major, three are sung by members of the lower classes, Lesbina and Nardo. At the 
same time, it should be noted that F major is also the key of the Act one finale. 
Galuppi departs from the prevailing practice and allows some characters to 
sing more than one aria in the same key. This is true for the characters Nardo， 
Tritemio and Lesbina. Likewise，Galuppi ignores the convention of avoiding the 
same key in adjacent numbers.'*^ For example, Tritemio's A-major aria "La mia 
ragion e questa" in Act one is immediately followed by Rinaldo's recitative "Sciocca 
ragione" and "Tad, amor，nel seno mio," an A-major revenge aria. As mentioned 
above, A major usually expresses comic feelings. From a dramatic point of view, 
Galuppi's employment of A major in Rinaldo's aria is significant. Rinaldo is 
dismayed by the "sciocca ragione" (silly reason) of Tritemio, and this A-major aria is 
his frustrated reaction to Tritemio's absurdity. 
Even though all musical numbers are separated by tonally fluctuating 
recitatives, there appears to be a kind of long-range tonal organization throughout II 
filosofo di campagna. At the beginning of the opera, Eugenia's first aria "Se perde in 
caro lido" in B-flat major, is followed by Lesbina's two canzonettas "Quando son 
43 For discussion of these conventions, see John A. Rice, Antonio Salieri and Viennese Opera 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998)，101. 
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giovine" in F and "Son fresca, son bella" in C, an organization around the circle of 
fifths. In addition, all three finales start and end in the same key，obviously 
reflecting Galuppi's interest in tonal planning. According to Daniel Heartz, Galuppi's 
strategic deployment of keys was the Italian model that Mozart had in mind when 
deciding the tonal schemes of his own buffo fmales.44 As mentioned above，this 
opera ends in the key of the overture, D major. It should be noted that after the 
overture, Galuppi does not use D major until Eugenia's last aria, "Che piu bramar 
poss'io" (in, ii). The fact that Galuppi saves D major for an aria that is sung 
relatively late in the opera cannot be accidental. 
Fifth-relationships are the most prevalent harmonic progressions for 
eighteenth-century opera composers，and the employment of particular instruments 
undoubtedly limited Galuppi's choice of keys. As Nicholas Temperley points out, 
many eighteenth-century overtures are in the key of D major because it allows open-
string resonance.45 Hence it is not easy to define whether Galuppi's distribution of 
keys stems from dramatic intent or from practical limitations. In fact, the attributing 
of large-scale tonal planning to eighteenth-century opera composers is a highly 
controversial issue. John Platoff has recently argued that the study of tonal planning 
is problematic unless it can be explained in terms of the drama."^ Likewise, Stanley 
Sadie believes discussions of large-scale tonal planning must be approached with 
caution and within the broader context of eighteenth-century tonal usage 斗？ 
Even though the study of large-scale tonal organization in the eighteenth-
44 Daniel Heartz, "The Creation of the Buffo Finale in Italian Opera," Proceedings of the Royal 
Musical Association 104 (1977-78): 77. 
Nicholas Temperley, "Sinfonia," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians’ ed Stanley 
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), 17: 336. 
John Platoff，"Myths and Realities about Tonal Planning in Mozart's Operas," Cambridge Opera 
Journal 8 (1996): 15. 
Stanley Sadie and Arnold Whittall, "Tonality," in The New Grove Dictionary of Opera, ed. Stanely 
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1992), 4: 757. 
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century opera is repeatedly subjected to criticism, some scholars have explored the 
significance of tonal planning in the operas of Handel (1685-1759) and in the works 
of Galuppi's contemporaries Niccolo Jommelli (1714-1774) as well as Johann Adolf 
Hasse (1699-1783)招 Although tonal planning in Galuppi's operas has not yet been 
fully examined, Sven Hansell considers that the concept of tonal planning concerned 
Galuppi more than Hasse 49 Likewise, James L. Jackman states that Galuppi's tonal 
plan became more ambitious in his later works in order to support a longer musical 
structure.^ ® Throughout II filosofo di campagna, a tonal scheme of some sort seems 
to be applied. Although this scheme is not a self-contained, large-scale tonal plan, 
the distribution of keys in II filosofo di campagna suggests that Galuppi considers 
every key to have a predominant characteristic. Thus, Galuppi's employment of key 
reinforces his characterizations while conforming to the conventional eighteenth-
century conception of tonal relations. 
继 For a discussion of tonal planning in eighteenth-century operas, see Paul E. Comeilson, "Opera at 
Mannheim 1770-1778" (Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina, 1992), 274-78. For Handel's 
operas, see Winton Dean and John Merrill Knapp, Handel's Operas: 1704-1726, rev. ed (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995), 15. For the tonal planning of Jommelli, see Marita P. McClymonds, Niccold 
Jommelli: the Last Years, 1769-1774 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI Research Press, 1980), 275-302. See 
also the discussion of Basse's tonal organization in Fredrick L. Millner，The Operas of Johann Adolf 
Hasse (Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI Research Press, 1979)，97-189 passim. 
49 To my knowledge, the only extended study of Galuppi's tonal planning is in Mosser, “ Opera Buffa 
Finales," 135-45. For the discussion of Hansell，see Sven Hansell, "Hasse, Johann Adolf," in The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980)，8: 287. 
50 James L. Jackman, "Baldassare Galuppi," in The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians, 
ed Stanley Sadie (London: MacmiUan, 1980), 7: 135. 
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Chapter Three. Characterization in the Solo Arias of II filosofo di campagna 
Buffa characteristics in the music of Don Tritemio 
As an experienced librettist in both serious and comic opera，Goldoni 
distinguished the categories of comic and serious character types in most of his 
librettos, but it was not until II Conte Caramella of 1751 that Goldoni, for the first 
time, used a tripartite categorization. In that opera Goldoni divided his characters 
into parti serie (serious roles), parti buffe (comic roles) and parti di mezzo carattere 
(roles of mixed character),! Nevertheless, such tripartite division of roles appeared 
in librettos rarely. For example，the libretto of IIfllosofo di campagna only contains 
a bipartite division (Appendix A, p. 76). Of the seven singing roles in II fllosofo di 
campagna, the characters Goldoni listed as serious are just Rinaldo and Eugenia. 
The remaining characters are described as comic. Although Lesbina and Nardo are 
included among the parti buffe in Goldoni's cast list，Lesbina's ingenuity and 
Nardo's philosophy of life obviously distinguish them from the others. Thus，it 
makes better sense to designate Nardo and Lesbina as parti di mezzo carattere, a type 
that mediates between serious and comic roles. 
David Newton Marinelli, "Carlo Goldoni as Experimental Librettist: The Drammi Giocosi of 1750” 
(Ph.D. diss., Rutgers University, 1988), 104. 
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Among the seven singing roles of the opera, the old man Don Tritemio is a 
typical primo basso buffo, and throughout II filosofo di campagna he participates in 
most of the comic situations. As mentioned above, Tritemio wants his daughter 
Eugenia to marry Nardo. When Rinaldo asks him for his daughter's hand，Tritemio 
refuses to consent to the marriage and sings his first aria, "La mia ragion e questa" (I， 
iii). As the title of this musical number implies, Tritemio explains his objection to 
Eugenia's marriage with Rinaldo. However, the text of this aria reveals Tritemio's 
arbitrary and irrational thinking. He is a stubborn man who wants his daughter to do 
as he tells her. Thus the purpose of the aria is to depict Wiis primo buffo ’s lack of an 
explanation and his obstinate behavior. Goldoni's text not only expresses Don 
Tritemio's stubbornness and buffoonery perfectly but also reflects the old man's 
despotism (example 3.1). 
La mia ragion e questa.... Here is my reason.... 
Mi par ragione onesta. It seems to me an honest one. 
La figlia mi chiedeste. You ask for the hand of my daughter, 
E la ragion voleste.… And you want the reason for my refusal.... 
La mia ragion sta qui. Here it is. 
Non posso dirvi si, I cannot say yes, 
Perche vuo dir di no. Because I want to say no. 
Se non vi basta ancora, If that is not yet enough for you, 
Un'altra ne diro: I will repeat it once more: 
Rispondo: Signer no, I say: no sir, 
Perche la vuo cosi. Because that's what I want. 
Esonpadrondidirlo: And I have the right to say so: 
La mia ragion sta qui. This is my reason. 
Example 3.1: Don Tritemio's aria "La mia ragion e questa". Act one，scene three. 
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In order to match Goldoni's fast-paced and humorous text，Galuppi's music 
employs a number of techniques that are common to buffa arias. Accompanied by 
violins, viola and bass, "La mia ragion e questa" (A major. Allegretto, 2/4) is in 
reprise form with coda (A B A’ B' C，Appendix C, p. 95). An eight-bar opening 
ritomello introduces Tritemio's melody and is immediately followed by the first 
stanza of the aria. A march-like melody, which is characteristic of basso buffo arias, 
is brought out by the duple meter, dotted rhythm and two-bar phrase structure of this 
ritomello. Throughout "La mia ragion e questa"，the strings are as important as the 
vocal line. The first violins at times double Tritemio's vocal line, at other times they 
make a delightful counterpoint to it. Moreover, Galuppi gives more prominence to 
the viola and the bass. They are not confined to repeated notes and beat-keeping but 
participate in motivic dialogue with the other parts. Throughout section A, the 
regularity of a two-bar symmetrical phrase with the emphasis on the interval of a 
perfect fifth and the twofold repetition of "la mia ragion sta qui" produce a feeling of 
insistence that effectively portrays the stubborn side of Tritemio. This section ends 
with a perfect cadence in A major. Section B modulates to the key of E major. In 
order to convey Tritemio's nonsensical, obstinate nature fiirther, Galuppi employs 
five successive Bs followed by a descending line to set the text "Non posso dirvi si, 
perche vuo dir di no" (mm. 20-24, example 3.2). Thereafter, strong tension is created 
by the high register of the violins. Meanwhile, Galuppi's use of small rhythmic 
values，sequential writing, syncopation, octave leaps and string tremolos brings this 
section to its climax. It is worth noting that before the concluding cadential phrase of 
section B, Galuppi employs a deceptive cadence to delay the arrival of a perfect 
cadence in E major (mm. 39-40) and creates a feeling of dramatic expectation. 
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Example 3.2 
The music returns to A major in the following A，section. Although the 
musical patterns and the text of this section bear a resemblance to those of section A, 
Galuppi tries to generate a more lyrical mood by highlighting the beginning of this 
section with a different orchestral accompaniment and narrower intervals. In 
addition, Galuppi employs a descending melodic line and repeated notes to 
emphasize the reappearance of the text "La mia ragion sta qui" in mm. 52-56 
(example 3.3). As mentioned above, the descending lines and the repeated figures 
are both related to section B, their use here can be considered as the preparation for 
the following B’ section. 
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Example 3.3 
A consistent repetition of the note A (mm. 72-76, example 3.4) marks the 
beginning of the coda. In fact, this closing section contains elements derived from 
both section A and section B. Throughout this coda, Galuppi employs tremolos and 
octave leaps in the strings, more complicated harmony (such as secondary 
dominants) and the repetition of specific notes to enhance the dramatic tension and to 
provide the aria with a full musical climax. 
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Example 3.4 
"La mia ragion e questa" is a good example of Galuppi's musical 
characterization. Using a predominately syllabic setting, much patter, repetitive 
vocal phrases and the characteristic basso buffo octave leaps, Galuppi depicts 
Goldoni's portrayal of Don Tritemio's buffoonery and obstinacy musically. 
Jr 
Seria characteristics in the music of Rinaldo 
In the 1750s, it was common for composers to entrust the role of the serious 
male lover to female singers.'' Rinaldo was sung by the soprano Angela Conti 
Leonardi in the premiere of 1754. Like the vast majority of the serious lovers, 
Rinaldo has the most elaborate coloratura and his musical numbers are all in the style 
of opera seria. For example, "Taci, amor，nel seno mio" from scene four of Act one 
is typical. After listening to Don Tritemio's "La mia ragion e questa，" Rinaldo flies 
into a fury and immediately sings an impassioned exit aria about vengeance. 
"Tad，amor, nel seno mio" is an Allegro assai in 4/4. This aria, with its eight 
lines broken into two stanzas, resembles a typical Metastasian aria text (example 
3.5). Galuppi sets the text to an A B A' B' C musical form in which he saves the 
second stanza of the text for the final C section (Appendix C, p. 98). Before the 
52 For a discussion of Italian opera singers, see Sergio Durante, "The Opera Singers," in Opera 
Production and its Resources’ vol. 4 of The History ofltalian Opera, ed Lorenzo Biancom^d 
Giorgio Pestelli, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane (Chicago: University of Chicago I^^e^l 卯〒)二工 
and John RosseUi, Singers ofltalian Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992)，56-70. 
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entrance of the vocal line, tension is already created by the strings, and their rapid 
alternation of piano and forte, upward leaps and triplet figures are employed for 
dramatic effect throughout this aria. In order to portray the emotions conveyed by 
the text, Galuppi gives Rinaldo plenty of room to display his vocal skill. For 
example, Rinaldo's anger is effectively portrayed by a long and agitated melisma on 
the word "vendicar" (to avenge) in mm. 41-54. Here and elsewhere, Galuppi tries to 
invoke Rinaldo's fiiry by employing vigorous motives, energetic rhythms, extensive 
coloratura, long，legato musical phrases over complex accompaniment, and high 
tessitura (this aria goes up to a'). Moreover, Galuppi employs a more complex 
harmonic vocabulary. For example, the words "tad, amor" are intensified by the use 
of augmented sixth chords from m. 120 to m. 121. In addition, Rinaldo's emotional 
instability is reinforced by tonal instability. Beginning in the key of A major, "Tad, 
amor, nel seno mio" passes through E major, B minor and C-sharp minor. 
Surprisingly, Rinaldo's vocal part ends with an unexpected perfect cadence in C-
sharp minor (m. 164). He leaves the orchestra to complete the tonal resolution in A 
major as he storms off the stage. This 'wrong' key indicates that Rinaldo is so 
consumed with irritation that he is almost out of control. ^ ^ 
"Taci，amor，nel seno mio" exemplifies many musical features associated 
with opera seria and represents Galuppi's particular use of tonality for dramatic 
purposes. The composer portrays the emotion called for by Goldoni's text with 
music of great emotional intensity that reflects Rinaldo's rage. 
53 Although there is no indication in the Venetian manuscript, a dal segno sign is possibly used at the 
end of section C and the whole aria can be considered as a da capo aria. 
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Tad, amor, nel seno mio. Love, be quiet in my heart, 
Finche parla il giusto sdegno; Until my ri^tful anger speaks for itself; 
0 prendete ambi rimpegno Or both [love and anger] take it upon yourselves 
1 miei torti a vendicar. To avenge the wrongs against me. 
Fido Amante, e ver, son io; lama trusty lover, it's true; 
Ogni duol soffrir saprei. And I should know how to suffer any kind of pain. 
Ma il mio ben non sofErirei But I cannot suffer 
Con viltate abbandonar. To abandon my love with cowardice. 
Example 3.5 Rinaldo's aria "Tad, amor, nel seno mio". Act one, scene four. 
Mixed characteristics in the music of Lesbina and Nardo 
As mentioned above，Lesbina and Nardo can be designated mixed characters 
who incorporate both serious and comic sentiments. Lesbina is deeply involved in 
the drama and plays a major role in the plot resolution. Despite being female and of 
a lower social status, Lesbina is depicted as more artfiil than the bourgeois 
characters. She manages to marry the man of her own choice through a scheme of 
her own devising. The device employed by this witty maid is to disguise herself as 
Eugenia. As the opera proceeds, Lesbina uses disguise as a means to help Eugenia 
marry her lover Rinaldo and to capture the rich farmer Nardo for herself. Lesbina's 
marriage to Nardo brings her wealth and frees her from Tritemio's employment. 
Moreover, her ingenuity eventually resolves the problem of her master and 
challenges the social order. 
From a musical point of view, Lesbina's role is also of particular importance 
because she receives more musical numbers than the other characters. Lesbina sings 
five solo numbers during the opera. In addition, she sings a duet with Eugenia 
immediately after the overture and has a conventional love duet with Nardo before 
the finale to Act three. In order to enhance the musical portrayal of this mixed role. 
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Galuppi employs a wide variety of aria forms and popular idioms to individualize 
Lesbina. 
Eugenia and Lesbina open the opera by singing an allegorical duet in which 
jasmine and rose represent the transience of youth and beauty. In order to express 
the melancholy of their text and to portray the serious nature of these two female 
characters, Galuppi's music is emotional and lyrical, with coloratura passages, use of 
the high register and long musical phrases. Throughout this duet，Lesbina's 
thoughtfulness and depth of feeling effectively introduce the maid as more than just a 
comic servant. After Eugenia's departure, Lesbina performs three canzomttas 
separated by recitative in which Don Tritemio and she converse (I, ii). These 
canzomttas also employ metaphors for youth and beauty; however, these amusing 
metaphors refer to vegetables instead of jasmine and rose. 
Lesbina's first solo piece (Andante, 3/8) is about a ravanello (radish, example 
3.6). Goldoni's text contains two short quatrains. Galuppi sets Goldoni's verse 
structure to a binary canzonetta (Appendix C, p. 104). Accompanied by violins， 
viola and bass, this canzonetta exhibits a witty style which is faithful to the comic 
sense of the libretto. Throughout her first solo piece, Lesbina displays her vivacious 
and humorous nature. Her melody abounds in small ornaments such as 
appoggiaturas, with short and sequential vocal lines in a narrow range (within an 
octave). In addition, Lesbina's text is always short and clipped. The 3/8 meter, the 
F-major tonality, the bipartite structure, the dotted notes and the fairly constant 
quaver and semiquaver movement suggest this musical number is in the style of the 
passepied, a pastoral dance frequently related to maids and peasant girls in opera 
b u f f a ' ' 
54 Passepied is usually described as a fast minuet According to John A. Rice, minuet-like arias are 
ftequently sung by peasant girls and serving maids. See John A. Rice, Antonio Salieri and Viennese 
Opera (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998)，84. 
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Quando son giovine, When I am young, 
Son fresco, e bello, I am fresh and beautiful, 
Son tenerello， I am tender, 
Di buon sapor. And taste good. 
Ma quando invecchio But when I grow old 
Gettato sono; I am thrown away; 
Non son piu buono I am not attractive 
Col pizzicor. Anymore. 
Example 3.6: Lesbina's first canzonetta 
In order to depict comically the short-lived bloom of youth and beauty, the 
subject of Lesbina's second canzonetta turns from the radish to chicory. Goldoni's 
text contains two strophes of senari, with a regular rhyme-scheme (example 3.7). 
Musically, this second canzonetta (Piu Presto assai，C major) has a form of A B A' 
(Appendix C, p. 105). Although the 3/8 meter and the four-part orchestral 
accompaniment of this canzonetta are akin to those of Lesbina's first canzonetta, its 
reliance on the orchestra is greater. Throughout this solo piece，part of the musical 
interest lies in the strong dynamic contrasts and the independent contrapuntal lines of 
the violins. In addition，Lesbina sings in a fast and unimpeded flow of words. 
Musical devices that Galuppi uses to sharpen her comic profile include short, 
sequential phrases, regular dotted rhythms and the use of word painting. For 
example, the highest pitches g^  and a: are reserved for the text "coglietemi su" (mm. 
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14-16, pick me) and "raccogliermi piu" (mm. 23-25, harvest me). 
Son fresca，son bella I am fresh, I am beautiful 
Cicoria novella. A new chicory. 
Mangiatemi presto; Pick me; 
Coglietemi su. And eat me quickly. 
Se resto nel prato， If I remain in the meadow， 
Radicchio invecchiato. And become an old radicchio, 
Nessuno si degna No one will deign to come 
Raccogliermi piu. Harvest me anymore 
Example 3.7: Lesbina's second canzonetta 
After some dialogue in simple recitative with Tritemio, the third canzonetta 
(Larghetto，F major) begins. The text expresses the inner emotions of Lesbina. 
Although the maid does not want to waste her youth，the suitor she expects must 
meet her expectations (example 3.8). Galuppi's setting of this canzonetta is in A B 
B' form (Appendix C, p. 106) with a full orchestral accompaniment. Here，Galuppi 
employs violins playing in a high register, doubled by the flutes，with horns and viola 
reinforcing the harmony. The features of this piece associated with comic characters 
include repeated figures，octave leaps and sequential writing. In addition，the choice 
of 6/8 meter, the use of the flutes and Lesbina's simple and dance-like melody suit 
the comic expression. Furthermore，the F-major tonality, the symmetrical two-bar 
phrases，the slow dotted rhythms and the simple and direct harmonies suggest this 
solo number is a sicilicmo, an aria type always associated with a pastoral scene. 
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Nonraccoglie-lemiefogUe Don't pick my leaves 
Vecchiamanodi pastor. Old hand of the shepherd 
VogUo un bello-pastoreUo; I want a handsome little shepherd; 
O vuo star nel prato ancor. Or I prefer to stay in the meadow. 
Example 3.8: Lesbina's third canzonetta 
Lesbina's three canzonettas can be considered an aria divided into three parts. 
This aria not only expresses Lesbina's self-identification with nature by means of its 
many pastoral references，but it also delineates the comic side of her character. The 
music of all three parts exhibits a light and playful style, with a balanced key 
structure F-C-F (I-V-I). Moreover, the pastoral atmosphere is reinforced by 
Lesbina's simple and dance-like melody，the F-major tonality and the designation of 
the 3/8, 3/8, 6/8 meter. In Lesbina's three canzonettas, the poetic meter shifts from 
quinario to senario to ottonario. In response to this increase in verse length, Galuppi 
increases the formal and textural complexity of each canzonetta. 
As the opera proceeds, Nardo arrives to meet Eugenia for the first time in Act 
one，scene ten. Lesbina now impersonates Eugenia and succeeds in arousing 
Nardo's love. By the same token, Lesbina is attracted by Nardo and claims the 
wealthy farmer for herself. She decides to employ any means to achieve her dual 
goal: "servo me stessa e servo la padrona" (I serve myself and I serve the mistress. I, 
X). Lesbina's wit is portrayed in her next solo number, "Compatite, Signer, s'io non 
so". Accompanied by strings alone, "Compatite, Signer, s'io non so" is a two-meter 
aria (2/4-6/8). Goldoni's verse is divided into three stanzas and most of the lines end 
with a verso tronco. The opening stanza is a quatrain of decasillabi, followed by a 
middle section of senari and leading to the concluding couplet of decasillabi 
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(example 3.9). Galuppi's music paralles the mood and poetic meter of Goldoni's text 
exactly. 
Compatite, Signor, s'io non so. Have pity, sir，if I do not know. 
Son cosi, non so fare all'amor. I am so, I do not know how to be in love. 
Una cosa mi sento nel cor, I feel something in my heart, 
Che col labbro spiegar non si pud. Which my lips cannot explain. 
Miratemi qua. Look at me. 
Saprete cos'e. You will understand what it is. 
Voltatevi in la. Turn away. 
Lontano da me. Far from me. 
Vuo partire mi sento languire. I feel I am languishing and I want to leave. 
Ah! col tempo spiegarmi sapro. Oh! I will explain to you later. 
Example 3.9: Lesbina's aria "Compatite, Signor, s'io non so". Act one，scene ten 
The beginning of "Compatite, Signor，s'io non so" relies on the sonata-form 
principle (Appendix C, p. 108).^ ^ After an eight-bar orchestral introduction, the 
exposition starts with a lyrical melody in the key of G major. In order to depict 
Lesbina disguised as Eugenia, this 2/4 section is emotional and is suffused with 
lyricism. As the aria continues, Galuppi's repetition of the note A (mm. 18-19) for 
the text "una cosa mi sento nel cor" (I hear something in my heart, example 3.10) 
reflects the irregular heartbeat caused by Lesbina's feigned shyness. 
My use of the term sonata form is based on the discussion of John A. Rice. According to Rice, if an 
aria begins with an exposition and is followed by a recapitulation, the term sonata form can be 
applied. See Rice, Antonio Salieri, 79-80. 
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Example 3.10 
Section B begins when Goldoni's text switches from decasillahi to senari. 
Galuppi responds to Goldoni's change of poetic meter with a different musical meter 
(6/8) and key (D major). Even though the Larghetto tempo remains unchanged, this 
dance-like 6/8 section is more vivacious and expresses Lesbina's good-natured wit. 
The music then shifts to the final couplet in which Lesbina sings the text over a 
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dominant pedal of D major (mm. 27-31). With Lesbina's emphasis on the last line of 
her text, "Ah! col tempo spiegarmi sapro" (mm. 32-41)，and insistent repetitions of 
D-major cadences，the end of the exposition coincides with the end of the poem. In 
order to reaffirm the close of the exposition, Galuppi employs a three-measure 
orchestral codetta to elaborate the cadential elements ofD major (mm. 41-43). 
Section A' represents an exception to the conventional recapitulation. 
Although Galuppi brings back the original meter with a reappearence of the opening 
text, the key does not return. Section A，remains in the key of D major. This section 
contains orchestral tremolos to increase the dramatic intensity. The music then 
moves back to G major via an augmented sixth chord which falls on the second beat 
and emphasizes the word "no" (mm. 53). "Compatite，Signer, s,io non so" ends with 
the B' section, in which the music previously presented in the dominant key now 
returns in the tonic. A cadential passage for the orchestra brings the whole aria to its 
conclusion. 
As the intrigue develops, Lesbina complicates matters by leading Tritemio to 
believe that she wants to marry him. Lesbina conceals her true intentions and sings 
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her last solo aria to Tritemio and Eugenia. In this aria "Una ragazza, che non e 
pazza" (II, X), Galuppi departs entirely from Lesbina's previous comic style. 
Goldoni's text consists of three short quatrains with rhymed versi tronchi to mark off 
the strophic divisions (example 3.11). Lesbina's lyrical vocal line is Galuppi's 
response to Goldoni's elegant text. Throughout this aria, Galuppi tries to reveal a 
more serious side of Lesbina by introducing musical elements that parody those of 
opera seria. Her music is emotional, with ornaments, long-breathed vocal phrases 
and large leaps. 
Una ragazza. If a girl, 
Che non e pazza. Is not crazy. 
La sua fortima She will not 
Sprezzar non sa. Despise her fortune. 
Voi lo sapete; Both of you know me; 
Voi m'intendente. And understand me, 
Questo mio core You will discover 
Si scoprira. My heart. 
Anche I'agnella, Even the lamb， 
La tortorella And the turtledove 
n suo campagno Also look for 
Cercando va. Their partner. 
Example 3.11: Lesbina's aria "Una ragazza, che non d pazza". Act two, scene ten. 
Beginning with an extended orchestral introduction, "Una ragazza, che non e 
pazza" is a gracefiil and sophisticated musical number which illustrates the sentiment 
of the witty maid (Appendix C，p. 111). In terms of form, this aria uses sonata form. 
Throughout the exposition，the gentle melody in duple meter, with four-measure 
phrases, conveys some of the elegance of a parte seria. The exposition concludes 
with text-repetition of the last quatrain in D major. The return of G major coincides 
with the return of Lesbina's opening melody and text. This is the beginning of the 
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recapitulation. Similar to the exposition, the aria ends with Galuppi's emphasis of the 
verse from the last quatrain，but this time with repeated cadences in the tonic key. 
On the whole, Lesbina's solo numbers are remarkable for their variety. The 
mixed nature of Lesbina enables Galuppi to employ different musical styles for her. 
Lesbina's music contains flexible formal structures and juxtaposes sonata-form arias 
with popular canzonettas. At the beginning of the opera，when Lesbina sings her 
three canzonettas, she appears to be a thoroughly comic figure. When she disguises 
herself as Eugenia and tries to captivate Nardo, her music steers a middle course 
between her mimetic elegance and her innate vitality. Finally, Lesbina reveals a 
more serious side to her character and a greater depth of emotion in her last aria. 
Throughout her solo musical numbers, she moves between rusticity, wit and 
sentiment; the music shows off her many-sided personality. Yet despite the great 
variety, many similarities exist between Lesbina's solo arias. All are in major keys 
and in moderate tempos (Andante or Larghetto). Of Lesbina's five solo numbers, 
four are written in the keys appropriate for peasants, F major and G major.56 In 
addition, more than half of Lesbina's music employs 3/8 and 6/8 meters and 
reinforces the pastoral atmosphere of the opera. 
Likewise, Nardo, the country philosopher of the title，is another parte di 
mezzo carattere in the opera. As the principal male character of the opera, Nardo 
receives four solo numbers and sings a conventional love duet with Lesbina before 
the third act finale. In order to distinguish Nardo from Rinaldo (soprano) and 
Tritemio (bass)，Nardo was made a tenor. The famous comic opera singer Francesco 
John, Platoff, "How Origmal was Mozart? Evidence from Opera Buffa,'' Early Music 20 (1992): 
108. 
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Baglioni (fl. 1729-1762) created this role at the premiere of the opera.^^ Throughout 
II filosofo di campagna, Nardo develops his own philosophy to solve the dilemmas 
of life. This wise farmer swears he will not exchange his simple country life with the 
bustle of the city in his first appearance of the opera: "Non cambierei，lo giuro, col 
piacer delle feste, e dei teatri; zappe, trebbie, rastrei, vanghe ed aratri" (I swear I 
would not change my hoes, threshers, rakes, spades and ploughs for the pleasure of 
banquets and of theatres. I, v). Thereafter, Nardo expresses his view of social rank in 
the recitative and aria "Niuno e contento / Vedo quell'albero" (I, vii, example 3.12). 
Niuno e contento No one is satisfied 
Del grado, in cui si trova. With the condition in which he finds himself, 
E lo stato cambiare ognun si prova. And everyone tries to change it 
Vorrebbe il contadino The countryman wants to become a city-dweller, 
Diventar cittadino; il cittadino The city-dweller 
Cerca nobilitarsi. Wants to ennoble himself, 
Ed il nobile ancor vorrebbe alzarsi. And even the nobleman wants to raise himself further. 
D'un gradino alia volta Some people are pleased 
Qualchedun si contenta; To raise their status step by step; 
Alcuno due, o tre ne fa in un salto. Others want to jump two or tbree steps at one time， 
Ma lo sbalzo e peggior quanto e piu alto. But it is more dangerous when your status is higher. 
Vedo quell'albero, I see that tree 
Che ha un pero grosso. Which has a big pear, 
Pigliar nol posso, I cannot pick it， 
Si sbalzi in su. So 111 jump up. 
Ma fatto il salto. But when I jump up, 
Salito in alto. And climb higher, 
Vedo rni perone I see a big pear 
Grosso assai piu. Larger even than the first. 
Prender lo bramo I want to pick it, 
M'alzo sul ramo. I climb to the branch. 
Vado piu in su. And climb higher. 
Ma poi precipito Then I fall down 
Col capo in giu. Head first. 
Example 3.12. Nardo's recitative and aria "Niuno e contento/Vedo quell'albero". Act one, scene seven 
On the career of Francesco Baglioni, see Barbara Dobbs Mackenzie, "The Creation of a Genre: 
Comic Opera's Dissemination in Italy in the 1740s" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Michigan, 1993)，256-
66. 
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Goldoni's criticism of social climbers is expressed in Nardo's recitative, but 
when this recitative moves directly to his aria "Vedo quell’albero", the atmosphere 
becomes more comic and less serious. Simply accompanied by an orchestra of 
strings and continuo, "Vedo quell'albero" is an Allegretto with A B A，B，A" B" 
form (Appendix C, p. 116). This 102-bar aria opens with a lively tune over a 
rhythmically active accompaniment. Galuppi's use of triple meter and F major 
produces a light, pastoral effect. "Vedo quell'albero" also relies heavily on word-
painting to depict the text. For example, in mm. 74-77, the jump and the fall from 
the pear tree are portrayed by notes ascending and descending the scale in the violins 
> 
followed by the downward leap of the voice (example 3.13). "Vedo quell'albero" 
has a folk-like nature and exemplifies a number of typical characteristics of buffo 
character. Throughout this aria, short, repetitive, symmetrical and sequential vocal 
phrases, fast quaver notes，text repetition and dance rhythms are prevalent. 
Especially in the A" and B" sections, patter singing, octave leaps and the repetition 
of the pitch C (mm.77-84) indicate Nardo's comic nature. 
v ^ 。 ” I I I f I ⑩ 广 I . 吻 I 、 • 丨 届 
r、v..:t. ^ ifT'ffr . - I「 r r I r ^ ^ 
Nardo V " ^ ( V ) y [ K p | j； 二 j | ^——[— 、 
Pre • ci • pi-to col ca -po jn giu. 
Example 3.13 
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"Vedo quell'albero" is a straightforward buffa aria. Although this aria is in 
reality a serious satire on social climbing, its social criticism is comically softened by 
Goldoni's metaphors and Galuppi's musical devices. 
Once Nardo ascertains that Rinaldo and Eugenia are truly in love, it is not 
surprising that the country philosopher forswears marriage with Eugenia despite the 
opportunity it represents for his own social advancement. More importantly, when 
Nardo discovers Lesbina's real identity, this rational farmer is impressed by the maid 
and declares that "per me nel vostro sesso, / serva, o padrona sia, tutt'e lo stesso" 
(whether you are a maid or a mistress, for me it is the same. H, xiv). The ensuing 
aria establishes his philosophy in which social rank is of little significance in 
determining merit (example 3.14). 
Se non e nata nobile If you are not of noble birth 
Che cosa inqjorta a me? It does not matter to me? 
Di doima il miglior mobile The best merit of woman 
La civilta non e. Is not social status, 
n primo e I'onesta; The first is honesty; 
Secondo 色 la belt^ The second is beauty; 
n terzo e la creanza; The third is manners; 
n quarto e I'abbondanza; The fourth is wealth; 
n quinto e la virtu, The fifth is virtue. 
Ma non si usa piiL But nobody cares about that anymore. 
Serveta graziosa Graceful maidservant 
Sarai la mia sposa. You will be my bride, 
Sarai la vezzosa You will be 
Padrona di me. My pretty mistress. 
Example 3.14 Nardo's aria "Se non e nata nobile". Act two, scene fourteen. 
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Goldoni's poetry features a catalog of women's merits and Galuppi's setting 
of the aria uses two tempos, an Andante 2/4 for the initial ten lines and an Andantino 
3/8 for the remainder of the verse (Appendix C, p. 119). Musically, "Se non e nata 
nobile" is in sonata form (A B A，B') without development (Table III). 
Exposition Recapitulation 
A B A* B* 
Measure 16-44 44-68 68-98 98-137 
numbo^ 
T ^ MO 11-14 MO 11-14 
Poetic meter settenari senari settenari senari 
B-flat major-F major F major B-flat major B-flat major 
Tempo Andante Andantino Andante Andantino 
^ 3^8 m m 
Table III: Musical form ofNardo's aria "Se non e nata nobile" 
The exposition of this B-flat major aria begins with an eight-bar period 
having an antecedent (m. 20) and a consequent (m. 24). When Nardo starts to list the 
merits of women，his depiction of the five qualities is musically divided into three 
groups, and each group receives a different treatment. The first two qualities, 
honesty and beauty, are set to symmetrical phrase structures (mm. 28-32). 
Ascending and descending octaves, on the other hand, accompany manners and 
wealth (mm. 32-37). The fifth quality, virtue itself, is simply expressed by a G-
minor triad (m. 38). The music slips several notches towards buffo style as Nardo 
lapses into patter when repeating "ma non si usa piu" in mm. 39-44. After an 
imperfect cadence in F major (m. 44), the music accelerates to the Andantino section 
B. The change of the tempo responds to Nardo's reflections on Lesbina, and the 
music moves to a lighter style. B is a brief section that contains syncopations, octave 
leaps and ends with an elaboration of a cadence in F major. After the exposition，a 
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return to B-flat major marks the beginning of the recapitulation. This recapitulation 
also contains two sections (A' and B,) in which the meter again shifts from 2/4 to 3/8. 
Although the tonic key returns with A,, this section has no thematic connection to the 
previous A. In contrast, the B, section relies on thematic elements from section B 
which are reprised in B-flat major. Section B' also introduces buffo patter, rapid 
alternation of piano and forte and much repetition. "Se non e nata nobile" is an 
ironic catalog aria. Nardo's nature as a parte di mezzo carattere is well established 
through Goldoni's descriptions and Galuppi's comic musical devices. 
Although Goldoni's metaphors and Galuppi's musical devices have softened 
the serious satire of Nardo's philosophy，"Vedo quell.albero" and "Se non e nata 
nobile" bring out the primary theme of the opera. Throughout these arias, Nardo not 
only criticizes social climbing and the privilege of noble birth but also advocates 
Enlightenment egalitarianism. 
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Chapter Four. Characterization in the Ensembles of II filosofo di campagna 
Each act oHl filosofo di campagna ends with an ensemble finale, a long 
chain of continuous music and action, which enlivens the ending. The first two acts 
are quartet finales and the third finale is a sextet. These ensembles contain through-
composed sections，and each section is distinguished by its own tempo, meter and 
key. The Act one finale is the most extensive of the three. The second finale, in 
which the characters are involved in a wedding ceremony, makes use of simple 
recitative. The forty-bar third finale, by way of contrast，is the shortest in all 
Galuppi's comic operas.^ ^ The change from one section to the next depends a great 
deal upon the progress of the plot. Even though the structures of the finales are 
largely determined by the libretto, it is Galuppi's musical pace that maintains the 
drama's momentum. Below I will examine how Galuppi used music to carry 
dramatic action forward and to characterize the individuals seen in these finales. 
Comic characteristics in the music of the Act one finale 
As the longest finale of the opera, the Act one finale for four voices contains 
one hundred and eighty-three bars in all and involves six through-composed musical 
sections. The structure of this finale is outlined in Table HI. The change from one 
section to the next is closely related to the shift of the plot. Since Xh^parti serie did 
58 Virginia Ruth Mosser, "The C^ra Buffa Finales ofBaldassare Galuppi and Carlo Goldoni" 
(master's thesis. University ofVirgmia, 1986), 128. 
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not customarily participate in the first two finales, the finale that closes the first act 
is a purely comic imbroglio, which incorporates a great deal of movement，including 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Galuppi begins this finale with an eleven-bar orchestral introduction in 3/4 
(Appendix C, p. 124). Interestingly, Galuppi's rhythmic pattern ( J J ] J T J ) 
suggests 6/8 more than 3/4 and produces a sicWcmoAike feeling. In order to enhance 
the pastoral atmosphere, Galuppi uses violins playing in thirds. They are doubled by 
the oboes and supported by the violas, horns and bass below. Throughout this fmale, 
upper strings dominate the orchestra and offer the greatest musical interest. Nardo is 
the first to sing (m. 12); he begins by restating the violin melody, now accompanied 
by a thinner orchestral texture (without brass). Lena then repeats Nardo's melody 
(mm. 20-28). Octave leaps, repetitions of short motives and disjunct melodic lines 
characterize the music sung by these two comic figures. After Nardo and Lena's 
expressions of joy, Lesbina enters and sings of her misery (mm. 28-38). Lesbina's 
music is characterized by descending stepwise lines and rhythmic repetition coupled 
with a repetitive melodic contour. Thereafter, Lesbina's descending line is 
immediately answered by the ascending melody of Nardo, in which the farmer sings 
"vieni al mio seno, sposina amabile" (come to my arms，lovely bride, mm. 38-40). 
Section one ends with Nardo, Lena and Lesbina's praise of love as well as destiny. 
This trio is accompanied by full orchestra，and the whole section closes with a 
perfect cadence in F major. 
The faster second section (Allegro, 2/4，m. 46) begins with Nardo and 
Lesbina singing in alternation. The former asks why Lesbina is in such a hurry to 
leave. The latter explains that her bashful nature makes her shy. Musically, this 
section can be divided into two parts. A modulation articulates the section break and 
reflects a change of mood. Throughout the first part (mm. 46-62), the orchestra plays 
in counterpoint to the voices. Nardo's repeated question, "perche parti?" (Why do 
you leave? mm. 49-52) comically draws attention to Lesbina's sudden exit. For the 
music of Lesbina，Galuppi emphasizes the constant repetition of the note F (mm. 52-
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53，mm. 55-56) as a sign of her haste. Following her departure, Galuppi uses a four-
bar independent orchestral line (mm. 58-61) to bridge the gap between vocal lines 
and to maintain the musico-dramatic momentum. Nardo bemoans Lesbina's 
departure as the second part begins. Here, Lena and Nardo sing about Lesbina's 
shyness. He uses syncopations, while her vocal line includes leaps of a diminished 
fifth. This section ends with a perfect cadence in G minor. 
The entrance of Don Tritemio marks the beginning of section three (m. 71). 
Galuppi conveys Tritemio's agitation by accompanying his appearance with string 
tremolos, a thicker orchestral texture, a faster tempo and a different meter. This 
section is a twenty-three bar Piu Allegro in 4/4 and it stands apart from the rest of the 
finale because of its great reliance on the orchestra. Throughout section three, the 
orchestra plays an important role and provides the main source of dramatic and 
musical intensity. Don Tritemio has been looking for his daughter everywhere and 
throughout this section Nardo and Lena laugh at his anxiety. Musically, Galuppi's 
use of parallel thirds humorously conveys Nardo and Lena's singing of "ah, ah, ah". 
In order to bring out both Tritemio's agitation and the other characters' amusement, 
Tritemio's personality is delineated in a variety of ways. On the one hand，Galuppi 
uses the tremolos and the scalar passages in the violins to intensify the depiction of 
Don Tritemio's agitated and unstable nature. Furthermore, the tonality of this 
section also reveals Tritemio's inner conflict. Beginning in the key of G minor, 
section three passes through B-flat major，F major，C major and D minor before it 
settles on a perfect cadence in A minor. Moreover，Galuppi also uses wide leaps 
such as octaves and minor ninths to good effect. For example, Don Tritemio's 
octave leap in m. 79 not only depicts the meaning of "su" and "giu" (up and down) 
effectively, but it also emphasizes the character's volatile personality (example 4.1). 
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产 
Don Tritemio V ' L ( ( * ) ^ ff ) T • I L J — 
LTjo cer - ca - ta su, e giCi; 
Example 4.1 
On the other hand, Don Tritemio's character as a typical primo basso buffo is 
evident from the syncopation, sequential writing, short phrases, successive 
repetitions of rhythmic patterns and the largely syllabic settings of his text. For 
example, the repetition of "Dove? La" (Where? There, example 4.2) between Nardo, 
Lena and Tritemio in mm. 88-89 and Tritemio's triple repetition of the word "con 
me" (with me) from mm. 91-92 effectively represent Galuppi's comic device to 
stress Tritemio's buffo qualities. 
L^na ^ h i U ) 「袁 「 袁 I � 
Nardo V ' l ^ m ) I \ 「 拿 I I 
U Ih, li. 
tv … � , ff P X ff P I • 
Don Tritemio V ' U ( t ) J V ^ / Y f . 
Do - ve? Do - ve? 
Example 4.2. 
The orchestral texture is reduced to three parts as section four begins, and the 
tempo is changed to Allegro in 2/4 (m. 94). Nardo hopes Tritemio will help his 
daughter overcome her shyness; Lena, however, argues that Lesbina, who continues 
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to impersonate Eugenia, is not really so shy. The opposition of these two characters 
is reflected in Galuppi's music. Nardo opens this section with three symmetrical 
phrases in A minor. Lena, who always echoes Nardo's musical lines in this finale, 
does not just parallel or parody Nardo's part but answers his music by singing two 
independent phrases (example 4.3)，of which the second contains the interval of an 
augmented fourth. Also noteworthy is the fact that Lena's three starting notes E D 
C# are in contrast to the three starting notes C D E of Nardo. When the two 
characters join together and sing about love and respect，their melodic lines, overall, 
have opposed but balanced contours. In the meantime, Lesbina re-enters in order to 
accept Nardo's engagement ring. The octave leaps and the patter phrases reflect the 
maid's witty character. In addition, Galuppi assigns her to sing the word "presto" 
(hurry) three times for emphasis (mm. 108-109). In order to enhance the bustling 
atmosphere, Galuppi adds brass instruments from m. 114 onwards and achieves a 
richer orchestral texture. This section ends with a perfect cadence in C major. 
Lena - | - | - | •丨 •目 
. . . , f ft I fr r p V I rr r , . ff n h* , rr ^ 5 符，ft _ • 
Nardo |”�(a；丨？ , ^ I � I " ” p I p 丨 � � I � ’ I； ” h � ^ P P 
Su-pc • ra •rcjl ge - ni • to - rc, po-tri ben il suo ros • so • re, po-tri ben tl suo ros • 
- a i f ^ ’ Pfil"P r P P I"L-J p p p l l i '' 1 I h 
Non ft tan - to ver - go - gno • so il suo co - re con lo spo - so. Si con. 
Nardo | 丨 丨 [ ] 厂 丨 -三 - — • ) ^ ^ ^ 
so - re. Si con-
- i f i ： ' � I V P P P I I' I J . 
fon - dc Del suo pet • to il ris • pet • to con I'a • jxc 
N-do I.V-^  P p p 丄 I 口 p p 丄 I [) V 丄 i ：' 
fon • de nel suo pet • to il ris - pet • to con [a - m 
Example 4.3 
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The fifth section, initially accompanied by the violins and bass, can be 
subdivided into two parts. The first part is an Allegro in 4/4 (mm. 124-133). After 
accepting Nardo's ring, Lesbina does not want to face Tritemio and intends to leave. 
The effect of haste is suggested by the rapid semiquaver figures and the syncopation 
in her violin accompaniment. The re-entrance of Don Tritemio (m. 134) marks the 
beginning of the second part of this section. This second part is Piu Allegro in C 
major，and it is remarkable for its resemblance to Tritemio's entrance in section 
three. Once again, Tritemio's orchestral accompaniment is reinforced by woodwind 
and brass, and Galuppi also reuses the tremolo violin figures of the former section. 
In addition，the use of parallel thirds for Nardo and Lena and Tritemio's repeated 
exclamations, ”non la trovo" and "voi ridete" (mm. 134-136) create a parallel with 
section three. This section ends with a perfect cadence in F major. 
With its full orchestral texture，the last section of this finale (mm. 144-183) 
resembles section one in its orchestration，the key and the number of characters. It 
should be noted that Galuppi's employment of 3/8 here not only produces a 
passepiedAikQ feeling but also creates metric symmetry. The first and the last 
sections of the Act one finale are in triple time, and the other sections alternate 
between duple and common time. Thus, the meters of the whole finale, 3/4-2/4-
4/4一2/4-4/4—3/8，are symmetrical. This last section concludes with three comic 
characters, Nardo, Lena and Tritemio, singing that love will triumph over all. 
Galuppi's setting of this finale shows how he heightens the comic effect of 
the buffo roles. Throughout this finale，Galuppi responds to the poetic meter, action 
and mood of Goldoni's libretto, and he preserves every detail that may contribute to 
the dramatization. Tonally, although this finale continuously shifts through different 
keys such as B-flat major，G minor, A minor and C major, and every section closes 
with a clear perfect cadence; it is organized around a single key, F major, and is 
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tonally closed. The opening tempos of this finale range from Andantino to Piu 
Allegro. As the finale proceeds, the tempo becomes faster. The gradual quickening 
of the tempo brings the act towards its musical climax. Even the designation of 
meter is well-balanced: duple, triple and quadruple meters are used twice throughout. 
Melodically, Galuppi's music is tuneful and lively. No section reuses any specific 
melodic material from earlier sections，but similar musical devices such as sequential 
writing, repeated and patter phrases prevail. The texture of the orchestration changes 
to accommodate the dramatic movement，and the musical flow and continuity of the 
six sections are linked by an ever-present violin line. 
In this finale，Galuppi finds all possible means of painting the comic 
characters and assigns different musical styles to each individual. As the least 
prominent character of the opera，Lena often shares melodic lines with Nardo, at 
times singing simultaneously with him, at times singing in alternation. However, 
when their argument heats up in section four，Lena's music differs from that of 
Nardo as regards key and rhythmic and melodic contour. Tritemio's music displays 
remarkable consistency in the finale. A thicker orchestration, 4/4 meter and Piu 
Allegro tempo mark his entrances and characterize Tritemio's overblown 
buffoonery. As mixed characters，Lesbina and Nardo have both comic and serious 
sides to their personalities. Throughout the finale，their music is melodious， 
exhibiting sequential and symmetrical phrases suggesting folk-song and reminiscent 
of dance. 
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The quasi-conclusion Act two finale 
Act two finale takes place at Tritemio's villa. Tritemio invites Capocdiio to 
legalise the marriage of Nardo and Eugenia as well as his own marriage to Lesbina. 
However, when Tritemio is out of earshot，Lesbina asks Capocchio to prepare a 
single contract for two couples，namely Eugenia and Rinaldo as well as Nardo and 
her. The Act two finale is set in three sections，with different tempos，keys and 
meters (Table IV). 
Musical B ^ M e t e r Key Characters Number of Text 
section numbers characters 
1 f37 Presumably 4/4 G Lesbina, Three The bargaining over 
Andante Nardo， the dowry begins. 
Capocchio 
2 57-100 Allegro assai 3/4 C ta Four Tritemio announces 
Tritemio, that Eugenia and 
化 b 虹 Rinaldo have eloped. 
Nardo, 
Capocchio 




3 104.144 Non tanto GLesbina, Four All four characters 
Allegro Nardo，Don join in stating about 
Tritemio, • 
the problem m the 
Capocchio 
situation. 
Table IV: II filosofo di campagna，finale to Act two. 
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Beginning as a trio，this ensemble finale expands to a quartet in the second 
section. Throughout this finale, Galuppi relies on contrast of musical style and 
tonality to express the reactions of different characters (Appendix C，p. 137). The 
first section is an Andantino in common time (mm. 1-56). After a five-bar orchestral 
introduction, Capocchio reads the wedding contract，which Galuppi sets to repeated 
statements of the same motive (mm. 6-11). Since the vocal line is monotonous, the 
musical interest shifts to the lively accompaniment.'' Interestingly, when Nardo and 
Lesbina dictate the names of two couples to the notary, Galuppi employs different 
devices to set each name. For example, Rinaldo，the Count ofPancaldo, is depicted 
by two octave leaps, a descending one in the vocal line and an ascending one in the 
strings (m. 14). On the other hand, "Lesbina dei Trottoli" is set to successive 
repetitions of the note B (m. 15). In addition, when the bargaining over the dowry 
begins, Galuppi emphasizes Eugenia's "mille scudi" with a descending scale (m. 21). 
When Lesbina begins to count the components of her dowry, namely two capable 
hands, two modest eyes, an honest spirit and a glib wit, Galuppi responds to the text 
with diverse musical elements and more complex harmonic language. For example, 
when Lesbina sings about her capable hands, the musical pace becomes faster and 
moves to B minor (mm. 27-29). The maid's modest eye and honest spirit are set by 
sequential phrases in the key of A minor (mm. 31-33). Finally, Galuppi employs a 
two-note motive (on C and D) to mimic Lesbina's talkative nature (mm. 36-38， 
example 4.4). Thereafter, all three roles join in praising the value of Lesbina's 
dowry. This section ends with a perfect cadence in the key of C major. 
59 The reading of contracts in a monotone was a convention of eighteenth-century opera buffa. A 
relatively late example is found in Act II of Mozart's Com fan tutte. 
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U - na lin • gua, che sa ben par-lar, che sa ben par - lar. 
Example 4.4 
The second section is an Allegro assai in 3/4 (mm. 56-100). Tritemio enters 
and announces that Eugenia and Rinaldo have eloped (m. 56). Galuppi's musical 
portrayal of Tritemio is twofold. In order to convey the old man's irritation, Galuppi 
employs rapid semiquaver movements and tremolos in the strings. Simultaneously, 
Tritemio's vocal line exhibits repeated notes, patter, octave leaps and sequential 
phrases, which are features common to buffo characters. Capocchio tries to calm , 
Tritemio with a series of ascending scales (mm. 83-88). When Tritemio decides to 
suspend the wedding, Capocchio states in his simple recitative that Eugenia's 
whereabouts is unknown (mm. 100-103). The last section of this finale (Non tanto 
Allegro, 6/8, mm. 104-144) ends with all four singing of their frustration. 
It should be noted that this Act two finale actually brings the opera close to its 
denouement. As Michael Robinson points out, the signing of the marriage contract 
by Eugenia and Rinaldo that occurs in Act three is irrelevant; they have eloped and 
are already married. If Goldoni had delayed the appearance of Tritemio until Nardo 
and Lesbina had signed their contract at the end of Act two, the opera would have 
been effectively finished.^ ® 
Michael F. Robinson, "Three Versions of Goldoni's llfilosofo di campagn£ in Vem^a eil 
melodramma del settecento II’ ed Maria Teresa Muraro (Florence: Olschki Editore, 1981), 75-85. 
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The problematic Act three finale 
As a mid-eighteenth century librettist, Goldoni had to obey certain 
conventions regarding the format of his librettos. The expectation that operas have 
three acts is an example.^ ^ Goldoni observed this theatrical convention in Ilfilosofo 
di campagna in order to bring all seven characters together and legalize the 
weddings. However, it takes eleven scenes (including a finale) to prepare this final 
reconciliation and a compartively weak third act resulted. The perfunctory nature of 
the third act is reflected in Galuppi's music for its finale. Accompanied by strings 
alone，Galuppi's third act finale contains only forty bars of music and is divided into 
two brief sections (Table V). 
Mmical Bar | Key 丨 Meter Tempo Characters Number of ^ ^ 
characters 
section numbers 
1 f：^ D 4/4 WithoutEugenia, Six Tritemio is 
tempo Nardo, displeased with 
indication Rinaldo, the marriage. 
Lesbina, Lena, 
Don Tritemio 
2 D ^ W i t h o u t S ^ Six All join in 
tempo singing that 
indication love will 
conquer all. 
Table V: II filosofo di campagna, finale to Act three. 
61 According to Marinelli, the analogy to the same number of acts with the dramma per mu^ca is a 
probable reason to explain why mid-eighteenth-century opera of three acts ^ 
Newton MarineUi, "Carlo Goldoni as Experimental Librettist: The Drammi Giocosi of 1750 (Ph.D. 
diss., Rutgers University, 1988), 82. 
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Despite the brevity and dramatic weakness of this finale, Galuppi still 
employs different musical devices to distinguish the characters (Appendix C, p. 149). 
However, the reduction of dramatic impact impedes the composer's effort to create 
an attractive and continuous musical structure. The first section begins with canonic 
writing in which both pairs of lovers announce that they have married and beg 
Tritemio for forgiveness (mm. 1-24). The stubborn old man remains displeased with 
the marriages, and his displeasure is conveyed by the intense semiquaver 
accompaniment of the violins. Even the tonality of his music is unstable，with 
Tritemio's music passing through A major, D major and A minor. The opera regains 
a comic feeling when Lena offers herself to Tritemio，and the old man decides to 
marry her. The first section ends with a perfect cadence in B minor, with Tritemio's 
twofold repetition of the phrase "Lena mi sposera" (mm. 22-24). Section two 
contains only sixteen bars (mm. 25-40) and can be considered a concluding chorus in 
which every character, except Capocchio, agrees that love will conquer all，bringing 
the whole opera to its conclusion. 
On the whole，the Act one finale is the musical highpoint of the opera. It 
serves to characterize different roles effectively and to carry the comic action 
forward. Throughout this finale，the movement of characters back and forth on the 
stage is represented by means of change in Galuppi's music. This music is an early 
attempt to accommodate a variety of comic dramatic actions with various musical 
structures. Not surprisingly，finales like this one laid the foundation for later buffo 
finales. Although less varied and developed than the first act finale，the Act two 
finale is also an integral part of the opera, and it pulls the entire dramatic plot to a 
near conclusion. The Act three finale, an anticlimax due to its musical and dramatic 
weaknesses, helps to explain why two act opere buffe became the norm in the 1770s. 
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Conclusion 
II filosofo di campagna not only contains elements derived from the 
commedia delVarte such as disguise，mistaken identity，the stock figures of 
Pantalone and the serious lovers; it also draws on a new spirit of naturalism and 
rationalism. Goldoni makes Nardo's criticism of social status the centre of the opera. 
Through Nardo's presentation of the virtues of women, he also criticizes the 
privilege of noble birth and advocates the Enlightenment ideal that an individual is 
judged for his or her nature, honour and virtue. From a historical point of view, II 
filosofo di campagna is not only a representative work of Enlightenment classicism, 
it is of special significance as a social corrective. It considers the social status of 
woman and responds to the growing concept of the equality of the human race. 
Goldoni's mixing of different social groups and social criticism provide 
Galuppi with ample opportunity for writing attractive arias and large ensembles. 
Throughout II filosofo di campagna, Galuppi shows he was a mature composer in 
complete control of his musical materials，and his music is remarkable for its variety ‘ 
of characterization. On the one hand，the vividness of Galuppi's character portrayal 
I 
is due to his dedication to an impressive and dramatic expression of Goldoni's ‘丨 
libretto, upon which he depends for musical inspiration. On the other hand，his 
compositional versatility and sensitivity also produce independent musical effects. 
Galuppi's orchestration，tonal organization and musical forms provide a depth of 
characterization that extends beyond the text. 
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Today Galuppi's importance is overshadowed by successors such as Piccinni 
and Mozart. This study of charcterization in Ilfilosofo di campagna not only fosters 
greater understanding of Galuppi's music but also reminds us of Galuppi and 
Goldoni's notable contribution to the development of opera buffa. Their ensemble 
finales, especially, introduced a long series of varied musical sections and dramatic 
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Appendix B: The texts of the three finales* 
Act one finale 
Nardo 
Son pien di giubilo, I am full of happiness, 
Ridente ho ranimo. My spirit smiles, 
Nel sen mi palpita My heart beats 
Brillante il cor. Brightly in my breast. 
Lena 
n vostro giubilo Your rejoicing 
Nelle mie viscere Awakens and stirs up 
Risveglia, ed agita New ardor 
Novell�ardor. In the depths of my being. 
Lesbina 
Sposino amabile. Lovely bridegroom, 
Pervoisonmisera; I suffer for you; 
Mi sento mordere I am consumed 
Dal Dio d'amor. By the God of love. 
Nardo 
Vieni al mio seno. Come to my arms, 
Sposina mia. My bride. 
Lena 
Signora zia. My Lady, 
A voi m'inchino. I curtsey to you. 
•The text of this appendix is based on Goldoni's printed libretto found in the Civico Museo 
Bibliografico Musicale, Bologna [Lo I860]. All punctuation follows the printed source. 
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Nardo, Lena e Lesbina 
Dolce destino. Sweet destiny, 
Felice amor! Happy love! 
Lesbina 
Parto, parto; il genitore. I must go; father is coming. 
Nardo 
Perche parti? Why do you leave? 
Lesbina 
Ilmiorossore I must not stay here 
Nonmilasciarestarqui. Blushing. 
Nardo 
Vergognosetta The poor 
Lapoveretta Shy girl 
Senefdgi. She runs away. 
Lena 
Se fosse in lei. If I were her, 
Nonfuggirei, I wouldn't run away 
Chimiferi. But would face it 
Don Tritemio 
La ricerco, e non la trovo. I look for her, yet caimot find her. 
Oh,chesmaniainsenioprovo! Oh, what rage I feel in my heart! 
n J- 时^ Where the devil can she be? 
Dove, diavolo, sarar 
Nardo e L«na 
, , Ha ha ha. Ah ah an. 
Don Tritemio 
L，ho cercata su,egiiu I 恤ve looked for her up and down; 
L'ho cercata qua,ela. I 虹ve looked for her here and there. 
Nardo e Lena 
• , L L Ha ha ha. Ah ah ah. 
Don Tritemio 
Voi ridete? Come va? Why are you laughing? What is going on? 
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Nardo 
Fin adesso e stata qua. She was just here. 
Don Tritemio 
Dov'e andata? Where did she go? 
Lena 
E, andata la. She went there. 
Don Tritemio 
Quando e l ^ l a trovero. If she is there, I will find her， 
E con me la condurro. And I will take her with me. 
Nardo 
Superarilgenitore I hope her father 
Potra ben il suo rossore. Will be able to overcome her timidity. 
Lena 
Non e tanto vergognoso She is not really so demure, 
n suo core collo sposo. She has opened her heart to the bridegroom. 
Nardo e Lena 
Si confonde nel suo petto Respect is mingled with love 
n rispetto coU'amor. In her heart. 
Lesbina 
Presto, presto, sposo hello. Hurry, hurry, handsome bridegroom. 
Via porgetemi I'aneUo, Come on, give me the ring, 
Che la sposa aUor sard. And I will then be the bride. 
Lena 
Questa cosa far si pad. That can be done. 
Nardo 
Ecco, ecco, ve lo do. Here，here I give it to you. 
Lesbina 
Toma il padre, vado via. Father is returning, I must leave. 
Nardo 
Ma perche tal ritrosia? But why such timidity? 
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Lesbina 
n motive non lo so. I don't know the reason. 
Lena 
Dallo sposo non fuggite. Don't run away from the bridegroom. 
Lesbina 
Compatite-tomero. Have pity, I will return. 
Nardo e Lena 
Caso raro, caso bello! What a rare thing, what a beautiful thing! 
Una sposa coll'anello A bride with a ring 
Ha rossor~del genitor. Who is too shy to see her father. 
Don Tritemio 
Non la trovo, I can't find her, 
Nardo e Lena 
Ah ah ah. Ha ha ha. 
Don Tritemio 
Voi ridete? You laugh! 
Nardo e Lena 
E' stata qua. She was here. 
Lena 
Collo sposo ha favellato; She has talked with her bridegroom, 
Nardo 
E I'aneUo gia le ho dato. And I have already given her the ring. 
Don Tritemio 
Alia figlia? To my daughter? 
Nardo e Lena 
Signer a. Yes，sir. 
Don Tritemio 
Alia sposa? To the bride? 
Nardo e Lena 
Messer si. Yes，sir. 
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Nardo，Lena e Don Tritemio 
Quel, ch'e fatto, fatto sia. What is done, is done. 
Stiamo diinque in allegria; We are now 滅 of good cheer; 
Che la sposa-vergognosa Because the shy bride 
Alia fin si cangera; Will be changed, 
E ramore-nel suo core And love will triumph in her heart 
Conpiacertrionfeia. With pleasure. 
Act two finale 
Capocchio 
In questo giomo, et cetera On this day, etc. 
Deiraimo mille, et cetera The year one thousand, etc. 
Promettono-si sposano …. They promise-to wed-
I nomi quali sono? What are the names? 
Lesbina 
I nomi sono questi: These are the names: 
Eugenia con Rinaldo Eugenia and Rinaldo, 
Dei Conti di Pancaldo. The Count of Pancaldo. 
Nardo 
Dei Trottoli Lesbina Lesbina dei Trottoli 
Con Nardo Ricottina. And Nardo Ricottina. 
Capocchio 
Promettono-si sposano.... They promise-to wed-
Ladotequalsara? What is the dowry? 
Lesbina 
La dote della figlia The dowry of the daughter 
Saianno mille scudi. Will be one thousand scudi. 
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Capocchio 
Eugenia mille scudi Eugenia, one thousand scudi 
Pro dote cum et cetera. For the dowry, etc. 
Nardo 
La serva quanto avr^? How much will the maid have? 
Lesbina 
Scrivete: della serva Write this down: 
La dote eccola qua. Here is the dowry for the maid. 
Due mani assai leste, Two rather nimble hands 
Chetuttosanfar. That can do anything. 
Nardo 
Scrivete: due miUa Write this down: two thousand scudi. 
Si pad calcolar. You can do the calculation. 
Lesbina 
Un'occhio modesto, A modest eye 
Un animo onesto. And an honest spirit 
Nardo 
Scrivete: sei miUa Write this down: I want to appraise them at 
Lo vogUo apprezzar. Six thousand scudi. 
Lesbina 
Scrivete:麵 lingua， Write this down: A tongue 
Chesabenparlar. That can speak well. 
Nardo 
Feraiate: cassate Stop: 
TremUla per questo I want to reduce the price, 
Ne voglio levar. Cancel three thousand scudi. 
Capocchio 
Due milla sei milla， Two thousand plus six thousand, 
BattutitremiUa, Minus three thousand, 
Saran cinque milla.... Equal five thousand scudi-
Maditediche …. But what for? 
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Lesbina e Nardo 
Contenti, ed affetti. Love and affection, 
Diletti-per me. Delights-for me. 
Lesbina, Nardo e Capocchio 
Ciascuno lo crede. Everyone can believe it, 
Ciascuno lo vede, Everyone can see, 
Che dote di quella There is no dowry 
Piu bella-non v'e. More beautifiil than this. 
Don Tritemio 
Corpo di Satanasso! What the devil! 
Cieli, son dispeiato! Oh heaven, I am in despair! 
Ah! m'haimo assassinato. Ah! They have killed me. 
Arde di sdegno il cor. My heart bums with anger. 
Lesbina e Nardo 
n contratto The contract 
E' bello, e fatto. Is a fait accompli. 
Capocchio 
Senta, senta, mio signor. Listen to me, sir. 
Don Tritemio 
Dove la figlia e andata? Where did my daughter go? 
Dove me I'han portata? Where have they taken her? 
Empio, Rinaldo, indegno. Wicked, Rinaldo， 
Perfido Rapitor. Shameful kidn^jper. 
Capocchio 
Senta, senta, mio signor. Listen to me，sir. 
Don Tritemio 
Sospendete. Quiet. 
Non sapete? Don't you know 
Mel-hanfatta What the traitor 
II traditor. Has done to me? 
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Lesbina 
Dov'e Eugenia? Where is Eugenia? 
Don Tritemio 
Nonloso. I do not know. 
Nardo 
Se n'e ita? Has she gone away? 
Don Tritemio 
Se n'ando! She really went away! 
Capocchio 




Casso Eugenia cum et cetera. Cancel Eugenia, etc. 
Non sapendosi et cetera Since we do not know, etc. 
Se sia andanta, o no et cetera. Whether she has left or not, etc. 
Lesbina, Nardo, Capocchio e Don Tritemio 
Oh che caso，oh che awentura! Oh what a case，oh what an adventure! 
Si sospenda la scrittura. Suspend the contract, 
Che dopoi si finira. Which will be concluded later. 
Se la figlia fu involata. If the daughter was abducted, 
A quesfora e maritata. She is now married 
E. presente-4a servente, The maid is present, 
Quest'ancor si sposera. one too will be wed 
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Act three finale 
Eugenia 
Ah genitor, perdono.... Oh father, forgive me-
Rinaldo 
Suocero, per pieta.... Father-in-law, have pity" 
Lesbina 
Sposa, signor, io sono. Sir, I am the bride. 
Nardo 
Quest'Maverita This is the truth. 
Don Tritemio 
Perfidi scelerati. You shameless and wicked ones, 
Vi siete accomodati? You have arranged everything? 
Senza la figlia mesto. Sad and without my daughter, 
Senza la sposa resto. I remain without a bride. 
Che bella carita! What wonderful charity! 
Lena 
Quando di star vi preme 迁 you are interested 
Con una sposa insieme. In having a bride, 
Ecco, per voi son qua I 肺 here for you. 
Don Tritemio 
P e r f a r d i s p e t t o a l e i , To tease Lesbina, 
Per disperar colei, And to make her angry, 
Lenamisposerl Lena wiU marry me. 
Tutti 
Siaperdiletto, Whether for enjoyment, 
Siaperdispetto, Orforspite， 
Amorealcore ^ove will give 
Piacer dam Pleasure to the heart. 
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Appendix C 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to offer a critical edition of the score of Galuppi's llfilosofo di 
campagna. The excerpts transcribed in this appendix are intended to serve as extended examples that 
will permit the reader to examine at greater length those parts of the opera that are discussed within 
the thesis itself. The examples are based on the manuscript copy of this opera found in the Fondazione 
Ugo e Olga Levi, Venice p . I. 224-226]. In order to facilitate the reading of the music, I have made 
some alterations. The clefs and order of the instruments have been changed in order to accommodate 
the conventions of modem score format. Clefs for Eugenia, Lena, Lesbina and Rinaldo have been 
changed from soprano clef to the treble clef. Transposing treble clef replaces the original tenor clef for 
Nardo and Capocchio. In this transcription, the modem order of instruments is used: woodwind, brass， 
strings and vocal parts are placed from top to bottom. The notation of horn parts also follows 
contemporary conventioiL Likewise, I have brought the text underlay and beaming of vocal lines into 
conformity with recent practice. Notational irregularities tbat have no direct bearing on the argument 
of my thesis, however, remain unchanged. Thus, phrasing, articulation, and dynamic marks reflect the 
inconsistencies of the manuscript source. 
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Allegro assai 
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Son pien di giu - bi-lo, ri - den -tejio I'a - ni-mo. nel sen mi 
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ma - bi-le, per voi son mi • se-ra, spo-si -no^a • ma - bi-le, per voi son mi - se-ra; mi sen-to strug-ge-re dal dio da - mor, mi sen - t o 一 
h《丨丨 I I 丨 丨 I 
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t) ^ * Dol-ce de-
strug - ge-re da丨 dio d'a • mor. 滅 L L L 
u . „ V I I I ‘ 丨 丨 “ 丨 | | 丨 丨 丨 门 … I I “ ‘ " 丨 丨 
Si-gno-ra zi . a, a voi m*in - chi - no. Dol-ce de -
N.ao I - I I “丨"I 门I I I Ml,.丨丨I I I h 丨丨丨丨丨 i 
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, • ‘ • I " 
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N- 卜 p r nJ IJ 輕 J � I J * - I I 
^ E'jin-da - ta 14’ 丨a. 
— … 丨 n^ r , | , “ " i P h r 咖”丨‘’丨 I I I 11 ‘ 
da-ta? Do-ve? Do-ve? Quan-doili,丨a .ro-ve - r6. e con me la con-dur - r 6 . 咖 me, con me, con me 丨a 咖 -dur-
vceB. [I'l I I I J 1 1 I 11 I I I ^ 11�1•丨I I i i r r r n i l i i i 11 i ‘ 
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CO.P f … I 门 I 门 |丨 I : I I 丨 I I I 丨 
• r c j r t r " 
via. •丨 U I Ljh I I I I . I , 丨 ' H 丨丨I I I 
Lesbina 冬 "“ 兰 j -
una ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • I r I I I I 
�W “ “ Non h tan-to ver-go-
Na^  if, I “ I I |lll I I 'l| l|l Jl ' llllI l|l||l||llP ''' I''' I I PV 卜 h|l ,1' I I ， 
V ‘ L - p e - ra-reilge-ni - to-re po-tri ben il suo ros - so-re, po-tri ben il suo ros - so-re. 
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rb. 
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- j ^ L L g r f r f I r r r r ir f r f , u j | y r i | i f r i l y r i 
vi�J li I 
via. I, f I 楼广 I � " � '，‘ \ V V ^ 1 \ V 'f V -丨 P fj '' M ^ j 白 
UsMna I I I I I I I I 丨1丨 I I I I 「 I 、 丨 
Pre-sto, pre-sto, pre - sto, spo - so 
- 丨 丨 丨 [ ^ r 丨 ppi r丨 I 卜 I'l I' I 1,1 iii'ip P r丨「丨！丨丫丨丨：丨 o i I"l I I IJI"I ‘ ' ] 
gno so il suo CO - re con lo spo-so. Si con - f on -de nel suo pet-(o il ri - spet - .o con I'a - mor. 
N a M o i U 1 - I < I 丨''I I I I J I I I I J I I " I I J I I “ I 
T Si con - fon-de nel suo pet-to il ri - spet - to con la - mor. 
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V. 丨| 1 | 丄 1 | 「 丨 丨 1 丨 | — 
— 丨 山 丨 I 丨 丨 丨 | 丨 「 ’ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ i 
bel - lo, via por - g e - te-mi la - nel-lo, ch^ la spo - sa .al • lor sa - r6. • _ — 
una I I - 丨 丨 “ f H P I I ILI I I I I � 
'w ‘ Que-Sta co-sa far si pu6. 
Nardo 一 I 一 I 一 I 一 丨 一 丨 」• I 矛 P p 丨 「 J 「J P L S T I 厂 # I 
^ Ec-co, ec-co, ve lo do, 
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I� r^- •^ r 实 r- ^� ' i ' 本 一 
佩1 r.fi n r ? | | , f j 11' I Q j h 叫 I L j j h i � " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
.... - f t . . • ^p, iiB, - p I I II I I r ~ 
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—a i u e J i J v r ” I I I I' I I I I "I 'I'i'i ‘ ‘ ^ ^ 
^ “ Tor-na il pa - dre, va -do vi - a. 
ge - te-mi I'a • nel-lo. 二 _ | 
- - I I I - I l 「 
一 il, I h 〜 丨 I I ul| I I I' 11 ‘ I，‘ ^ 
� y ^ ^ Ma per-chfe tal ri - tro-
® ec-co. cc-co, ve lo do. 
Don Tritemio J L 一 1 I I ^ ^ “ 
ihi I I r . F ^ t d ^ " 丨 丨 
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v r ff .~~= f t f f I r Tr f I 
‘ K '' Com-pa-ti-te. _ tor-ne • com-pa-ti-te, 一 tor-ne-
II mo - ti - vo non lo so. 
i ^ n a 《 丨 I I I I丨丨丨1•！�I H 丨 丨 丨 " I 丨 I I 
^ Dal-丨o spo - so non fug - g丨-te. 
Nardo b � ' � ， • .•三 I -
si - a? 
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1 c a . so n. - c a - so bel - lo! U - „a spo - sa con .'a - nel • lo ha 肪-sor de. ge - ni - tor, 一 o r del ge - n,-
- . V ' I pp i ^ pir ||| ^ ii|||卜 J|\i 'P I'll "‘ ‘ 1 v i i i , i i i � 1 1 
^ ca - “ - m, so bel - 10! U - na spo - sa con .'a - ne. - lo ha ros-sor de. ge - ni - tor. 咖-sor de 丨 ge - m -
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1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ’ 丨丨“丨， I 
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L g n o r si. Mes-ser si. Si-gnor si. Mes-鄉 si. Q u e l , 舶 
- � , f I II 111 I I I 11 r 1' I 1 I I I I I M I • I • I I I I 丨丨鬥 11 
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Al-.a n-gHa? Al • la spo-sa? Al - la f-g.ia7 spo-sa? f^^^j^ ：^：^  
v c e b . [‘):ij r 〜丄」，i� � > ， � I iJ ^ J IJ f • I?! 
I I ^ T T T i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ z j ： ^ 1 1 NTij i T T u i r ^ h , ji 丨 i p i f i ' i I III i r i i f r i 
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. . I " ' ' 丨 I j i i 『 丨 p i 丨 幽 
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想 ^r- - f ^ 一 
1 [ ^ r f r r r � " " | r m r i | � i | 
p 
；； i l l I I I「I I 丁：山 L i I I 释 
� � ’ ‘ II f. f 
p 
via. [ii^ ti 「 i H J i l l I I J I ' P f J i I j " IJ 1' '1 n j I J n j 
-na ifi丨丨丨�11 I I I � " nil r p ^ V L 一�，~^  ' — 明 A Oh che ca - so. oh chejiv- ven-
sen • te la ser - ven • te, que -sta^an- cor — si spo • se • ra. 
— ' ! " Li 11 11 山 r ~ n L「丨 
sen - te la ser - ven • te.que -st^an- cor _ si spo - sc - ra. 
^ sen - te la ser - ven - le, que -suan- cor _ si spo - se - ri. 
, ^ , _• “ f.、！m |» 
DonTritemio [ J H f H I [ J P J | | ^ | I I .1 ‘ I I ^ 「 I 厂 I ' I I I I 丨丨 
— r ^ „ - Oh che ca - so, oh c h e � v - v e n -
sen - te la ser • ven - te.que -sta^an- cor si spo - se - rt. un 
vceB. [|i' f |_ r M I I I I III I I J, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 
^ p 
via. I 丨丨 11 ''' 
I ^ s Oh che ca - so, 
� , . S i . si’ que - S.'an - cor 一 s, spo - se - ri. 沪 
c a — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
y y H ^ ^ . Oh che ca • so, 
V • « si que-st'an - cor _ si spo • se - l i . tu - ra! 冰 ‘ 
7 I , ‘ , Je-sfan - cor _ si spo - se - ri. Oh che ca . so. tu • ra! 孔 ’ 
V " si^  que-sfan - cor si spo - se - ri. Oh che ca . so. 
tu • ra! 礼 ， 
vceB. J ,1 ’ I I ''' I ‘ I •丨 I I I 丨 
蘭 fa"「謹 m 丨山 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
職 “ 二 r r n m I 工 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
‘ r , 
t r " I I I i l l 
Usbina r p p J，| r h 1 1 I I I • 卜 LI I � J 1"' L J " -1' I |i I � ^ ^ 
“ • « si que-st'an _ cor — si spo - se - r^ , 礼 oh che av- ven - tu • ra! 况， ， 
— , V ' > 丨丨丨 If + 
“ . « si que-st'an - cor _ si spo - se - rh, si’ 
® oh chc^av- ven - tu - ra! 5>i’ ’ 
• « s) que-st'an - cor — si spo • se - rh, si, 
oh che av- ven - tu - ra! ， 
w ^ n I P D � ^ 
D O — r ) l t I P I'l M f . I I I I 广 ‘ ‘ I 厂 “ 1_ | h ^ P 「 I I I I 厂 I 
, SI que-st'an - cor si spo • se - rk, si, 
ohcheav- ven - tu - ra! 孔 ， 
. . . i L u ^ j “ 11 . 
. ^ Sl. si spo - se • r l si. si spo - se - ra, si, � 
Capocchio 底 林 J J ) J ^ J^ • J J ~ J 涯 丄 拿 丨 一 1 - 丨 - 3 
s l , s i spo - ： 成 si, si spo . se 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I I “ 
s , . s i spo - se -成 s), si, si spo - se it. 
V 功 sM, si spo - se - it. s l si spo - sc -成 礼 - J — J j ^ 
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I冬 * 丨 丨 P | [ IJ I I I I I I I 11 I I I' I I I I I I I I I T 
V—H (冬 *ti < ， ， 7 jT] • 1 1 1 � I _ • H n ] 扉 
她 |^丨，仙‘/[丨,丨 1 1 � L | | | � I 
Eugenia 冬 ” 7 口 [) P [Tp � I � J 口 袁 • I — I 兰 
Ah ge-ni-tor, — per - do-no.... 
Rinaldo ^ h - | 7 p p P P 广 p i r ^ 一 丨 € 
Suo-ce-ro，mi - o per - don.... 
— ' I I I I I丨p「丨丨'|丨j�r ri丨丨丨丨‘ 丨 
Spo-sa’ si-gnor, io so-no. 
Lena ^ k T “ I _ I ^ 
Nardo 冬 h " “ I - I I -丨” 
Que-st'fe la ve _ ri-
Don Tritemio 共教 I , ~ = = = = = 
VioloncelloeBasso 敬 ， ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 三 兰 三 ^ ^ 兰 ， �， ^ ^ ^ = ： = ^ ^ ^ ~ 
,；0 ii„ m i � r i f 11 ' h f i ^ f i f r ^ r r r r f 
Vi�i.n ( 11 I  111 n 11 f 1 r r r L m ^LLEJ 111 r ^ 
•11" ^ f ^ r f n ^ f| r i 一 丨 i i ”i,「 
via. ^ fljt 1 p - � 7 J * —<1 I 广 = = = f * I ^ t- L I I 
Eugenia � 稱 tl 一 ： 三 
0 IIII I I 
Rinaldo、汉” ， 
Lesbina ^ • 三 — 一 
Lena ^ k - I 
a u i _ i • 
Nardo ^ H 厂 冬 一 I I ^ ^ 
n- 1,1 I广 r r I P|P 
Don Tritemio • ' / ' - j} y R : r I ‘ , r - : 
Per - n-di . per - f . -di seel - le - ra - ti, vi sie - t e j i c - co - m o - d a - ti. vi 
I I I I I"厂 iir r 1 1 1 , III r I 
Vc.eB. [ ^ l i i l — 1 — j g � � 1 � J J I � J ^ ” L � I I 3 
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- i J l ” 广“广 [ [ i j i | j | | 丨丨 I I N 
/ p 
via. ^^「，D r f � � I p f I f 丨「 丨丨 ^ — 
Eugenia ^ 一 I 一 丨 “ I 
Ih •• I I I 1 
Rinaldo • 
Lesbina +接 t t • = 
l^ na I h - I I 
Nardo 稱 11 ~ I — 丨 — - 巨 
― 。 丨 “ 1 1 , 丨 r 丨 丨 r 「 丨 h I丨’r! ,丨丨 i丨丨 i厂 i丨丨M I 「丨丨I I厂丨 
s ie - t eacco mo - da - ti? Sen - za la fi - glia me - sto. sen - za la spo - sa re - sto. Che 
w 
V c e B . | [ I l l | I I I J 1,1 I I ll| I "1. I 口 
•�•… “ I i 
Eugenia 冬讲ti - 丨 - I - “ 
Rinaldo - � � ' 
Lesbina ^ ^it "“ - = “ 
- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ‘ ‘ i''i n 
t ) Quan - do di star mi 
N a r d � . 令 〜 - I " I - _ 
bel - la ca - ri - ti. che bel- la ca - ri - t^, che bel-la ca - ri • ti! 
v c e e . I i j U , ^ ^ ! I "I L l u I l " l l h l 「 一 丨丨丨丨丨 
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J ^ , • f l ^ f , p f f f f f「「广 , , 
Viol.I >ii ^ u 咖 邸 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 i !• 
-.11 ( I h JM J � j u ^ U U ‘丨广厂�I 丨� � I f 11�广�I ' I I I 
via. [ii^ iitf L r r r f I [ j p 丨 丨 ' ‘ n 
Eugenia 冬 “ - 一 三 二 ‘ 
I I I m n 
Rinaldo W — I ‘ 
0 t i l — - I • I ^ ^ 
Lesbina ^ "ft I I ~ “ 
I  , 11 |i I I Hi I I J i l l r r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 'ip p ‘ p p "ji I N I ' ' I I I I I I •丨 I I 
^ r r r rn ner voi son Quk, ec - co per voi son pre-me con u • na spo-sajn-sie _ me’ ec co，per voi son 
Nardo • 甘 il “ I — 丨 - 丨 -
Don Tritemio • V' ^ tjt 一 二 1 I 」 
Vc.eB. V ' 1* 1 ' r ' ‘‘ J ‘ : — — r I L : . I I " I I 丨 
vi�ui ( r r 丄 J flJ-, ^ j j ' J J 1 J 广」 
via. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Eugenia 共 It “ 二 “ 丨 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
Rinaldo ^ ^ 
(？ tfii • - g 
Lesbina 办 1 I 
Lena ： "ll J '' I 
qua. 
N a r d � • � _ I I _ ^ ^ 
Per far dis - pet - t o^a le - i. per dis - pe - rar co - le - i, Ix - na mi spo - se . 
V c e B . I ll| I � • I I I 1 L L U L I I I I 
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23 A g； ^ m ^ 
I n 
- " r r ^ r r r J 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
via. = 「「丄� I I 二 I a I I n ^ I I I 
Eugenia ^ ^It “ = = 4 : = = = = = = = - [ ! = = 二 二 
Sia per di - let - to, sia per di -
Rinaldo ^ ' ' ^ 
Sia per di - let - to. sia per di -
Lesbina 2 一 I “ I f l " 「 广 I f 「 I 「 l " ^ ^ 
“ Sia per di . let - to, sia per di -
Sia per di - let - to, sia per di -
:1,1 IIII 丨I I I I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Nardo 吟 I J d d I - I � � I 丨 
Sia per di - let - to, sia per di -
Don Tritemio ； 「 「 「. 「j p p I P f ] P J 妻 I 「 「 广 I 「 I I 「 厂 ^ ^ 
r各’ Le - na mi spo-se - r^ , mi spo-se-rL Sia per di - let -to’ sia per di -
Vc.eB . [ � � r 丨• [ � � M I r � � | - � � � 1 � I I J I J I I 白 
28 广 ^ - f： f： . ^ 1- 门•产 i. 
I 
via. 
•〜 I I 
Eugenia ^ f» ,1 | ^ T j ^ I T 厂 f I 厂 厂 丨厂 ！ 
^ s U - to. a - mo - r e ^ a l co - re pia - cer da - - r各. 
Rinaldo “ f ‘ ^ U I I ^ 
spet - to, a - mo - re „ al co - re pia • cer da - ' ra. • 
Lesbina & 坊 H 广 J | J " ^ J ^ ^ I 广 ' I 厂 Y ^ 广 ^ 
s 二 - to, a - mo - 二 1 CO - re pia - cer da - - ra. _ 
^ s P ^ t - to. a - mo - re^ al co - re pia - cer da - - rL 
Nardo 為坊 il I* 广 I J ] ^ I r ^ f I ^ I J i" 拿 _ 
^ s l ^ t - to. a - mo - re„al co - re pia _ cer da - • r叙. 
Don Tritemio 广 P I [ . J * L J ^ ^ | 1 * 「 | 「 「 」 1 「 ^ 轰 ^ 
spet - to, a - mo - r e ^ a l co - re pia - cer da - - ra. 
f. ._ _ , r f . f f . r r . . .Il 
r^i^id^. _ , I r r r r 三广 r r — ' 
V c . e B . 让 . �� " • � L J 一 I II 一 n 
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- 1 ” 丨 l j n i l 丨丨[JrffjrrjrH^^^^H 
^ 
via.|ii⑴r r r 丨r 「Jlr r r 「 . 'Ir cj'cj'Ii'-^ l � 「 「 i � h j 
, . ； h f . r \ r 卜r I r ， � I r 'v i ? > i i - 1 
Eugenia tt = ^ | 二 P 二 ； ^ = | = = = = = = t = — — 务 I I I ” 
r各’ pia - cer da - r叙’ pia - cer da - ra. 
i'II r I f I r V Ir … r ' ! : 
Rinaldo • 1 � I • I • ‘ ' ' I 
r各’ pia - cer da - rh, pia - cer da - ra. 
Lesbina ^ 社 ft ^, ^ 二 ^ 二 , 袁 三 = ] 三 , 袁 i—— J 
Tk, pia - cer da - ra, pia - cer da - r叙. 
_ ^ h J ? J i「 J f J |「 I l| " I I I ^ ^ 
r叙 pia cer da - rh, pia - cer da - r^. 
O u 
Nardo & 从 「 丨 厂 j I J i f I 广 j I J ? I — 一 g 
^ ra’ pia - cer da - ra, pia - cer da - rk. 
,、、，r\ _ I 一 I 1 
Don Tritemio ff j| ： * ^ ' 二 三三• ？ ^ — — I I J 1 厂 冬 务 I ^ 
r红， pia - cer da - rk, pia - cer - da -
V c . e B . ”：共it T T T r � r " 连 三 兰 ! '' 
I I I 
二？：广’, , .. - . 
、•！ ”- . , . . . _ . . 
•.-•i.'-W'.^ ^ .L.. . -.V • • . ‘ 
• • • , 
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